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SUMARY

.This study examined the relationship between high technology firms
an5 educational institutions in tile Boston.metropolitan area. The research
,focused on the responsiveness.iof public schools, community colleges and

. four year colleges and.unive'rsities to the demands of the industry for
technically trained personnel. The influence of comp*anies on educational
pol'dies and the development of links'between the two inptieutions were
exp.Ored as well. Information wan.gathered from several sources: personal
interviews'with 130 officials from education, industry and government; a
sur-,ey of. 158 secondary mathematics and science teachers at high schoolson
RoW:e 128; reanalysis of a national survey of American high school seniors
in A80 commissioned by the National Center for EducatiOn Statistics; and
num.rous documents and reports.

There is considerable interest on the part of students "and school
administrators at all levels of education in courses and programs of study
that would lead to technical careers. However, the capacity of educational
institutions to respond to student interest is limited- by budgetary

-
considerations. A shortage of staff and equipment exi/sts in all programs
high schOol mathethatics and science, high technology vocational courses, two
year post-secondary technical curricula, and engineering and computer science
education. Industry support for the schooluis concentrated mainly on
baccalaureate and post-graduate degree programs. There are a few cases of
mutually satisfying.cooperative programs between the companies and other
sectors of education butt.for the most part, school-industry ties are
fragmentary, weak, and of short duration. Despite new interest in industrial-
education partnerships, it is highly unlikely that corporations will be able
to provide schools with the resources traditionally supplied by government
funds.

The Public Schools

Massachusetta public schools have been well-funded and have enjoyed a
favorable.academic reputation over the years.. TheTercentages of students
enrolled in mathematics and science couraes are significantly higher than
pro)ortions enrolled in such classes in all other regions of the,country.
Mar,iachusetts and New England students score slightly above the national
'avezage on a variety of achievement tests. However, declining enrollment
am. recent budget cuts are causing a deterioration in school programs, including
th( ;e in mathematics and science. A generation of younger teachers has been
lai- off, class sizes are increasing in some schools, and needs for new
equipment, supplies and textbooks are going unmet.

The most critical Problem is the probable dissolution of a cadre of highly
qualified, experienced mathematics an& science teachers. Some schools are
already losing these teachers to industry. And data from the teacher survey
show that only two-fifths of these instructors plan to remain in public school
teaching. The numbers currently being trained ,for these positions in colleges
and universities are miniscule. Schools are having difficulty finding qualified



teachers, and as layoffs occur, collective bargaini g contracts are allowing

elementary teachere to displace less ehior mathema ics and science specialists

in the jUnior high schools.

Vocational and industrial arts educators face similar problems in

attracting qualified staff for electronics and computer courses and in

obtaining adequate budgets for equipment. Their difficulties are compoundel

by recent federal cuts in occupational education funds.
0

While nearly all educators want to haye productive collaborative ties

with high technology industry, relations between scheols and companies are

strained, partly because of the support of the Massachusetts High Technology

Council for Proposition 2!1, a property tax reduction measure passed in 1980.

The CoMmunity Collegtes aind Other Two Year Schools

Public community colleges.in'Massachusetts are small and'poorly funded.

At:.a result, ot4er training establishments, particularly.proprietary schools,

play a major role in providing electronics and other technicians to the labor

force. Desptte few resources, however, some community colldges have developed

a range of technology-oriented offerings and student enrollments in them are

growing. Enrollments at private and proprietary technical schools have risen

as well. There are pockets of constructive training relationships between two

year schools and high technology firms, and a few companies have made donations

//io'the colleges. But as in the case of the public schools, relations with

these schools are of marginal interest tO most companies.

Uncertainties exist over workforce projections for technicians. Company,.

officials.in a few firms cautioned that technological changes are automating

the work of some of their teChnicians, resulting in lower employment demand.

Others, however, pointed to countervailing trends that will increase the need

for technicians.,

The Four Year Colleges and Universities

Massachusetts is a center for higher education. The state's schools
.

tlain a disproportionate share of the nation's engineers.. Like colleges and

uhiversities all Over the country, enrollments in engineering and computer

rdes'ience have risen dramatically in response to the.job opportunities in the

high technology sector. The schools are not, able to keep up with student

mand, however, because of the lack of qualified faculty, an inadequate

vysical plant, and insufficient research and training facilities.

Some industrial leaders have helped to focus attention on the problematic

conditions of engineering.education, and have launched several initiatiwa to

increase industry aid to these programs. The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology continues to have close ties with companies and receive's considerable

financial support from them. Other colleges and universities have been less
frequent beneficiaries of corporate largesse. A consensus has been reached

among university administrators and industry leaders on the problems of engineering

education and some of their solutions. But they, disagree on the role that the

federal government s uld play in alleviating the crisis that besets the schools,



with educators favoring greater inVolvement of the government and managers

opposing it.

Student- interest at all educational levels.in Mhssachusetts iS moving

in a direction congruent with industry needs, but the caOacity of educational

institutions to respond to that ,demand remains In ddubt.
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INTRODUCTION

The Boston area is one of two major centers in the,United States of

technologically sophisticated industry. its manufacturing economy, along

with that of Santa Clara Valley in northern California, is both a microcosm

and a harbinger of the new age of microelectronics that is emerging in

industrialized'nations." This study', which is similar in purpose and coverage

to a study conducted in 1981 of California's Santa Clara Valley, 1
focuses

. on the relationship between high technology firms and educational institutions

in the Boston metropolitan area.
2

The research examines the responsiveness

of schools' at all levels to a growing industry's demand for a better educated

labOr force, the influence Of high technology firms on educational polities,

and the development of ties between the -twc institutions.

A nuinber of electronics and other science-based firms existed in the

Boston' area prior to 1940, but it was the massive federal support for war-

related research during the early 1940s that provided the major impetus for

the development of new technologies in the Boston region. A large number of

ncw companie formed soon after the end, cf the Second World War, many of

them spinoffs from research laboratories at the MaSsachusetts Institute of

Technology, "the undisputed fountainhead of high technology,firms in the

area." 3" Route 128, the famed "Golden Horseshoe" built in the late 1940s

and early 1950s, eventually became the home for over a thousand high technology

companies. Today, approximately 33 percent of the state's manufacturing

workforce is employed inJligh technology firms, the bulk of them in the

Route 128 area or on Route 495, the circumferential highway lying outside of

Route 128. Employment growth in the industry has been particularly dramatic

since 1975, increasing by a third (32 percent) between 1975 and 1979.4

Although two-thirds of Massachusetts workers are employed in the service

sector, the fastest growing part of the regional economy since the 1950s,

and while the number of workers in New England emple*ea in high:technology

companies still does not exceed the number,employed in the textile mills in

preVious,years,
5

the impottance of the presence of the high technology

companies cannot be overestimated. For example, high technology firms have

higher growth rates and invest more heavily in plant and equipment than other

manufacturing firms. In 1981, $0.41 out of every dollar of capitalaPending
..e

by all manufacturing companies in New England was accounted for by high

J-
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projected demand for skilled technical workers by high technology firms.

The research also focuses on the ties which-exist between Industry and

-education and- the factors which promote or hinder.collaborative efforts

between the two.

This study dralis on several types of information. One hundred and

thirty interviews with officials from education, industry and, government

were conducted between Septeper, 1981, and April, 1982. 10
A broad range

of documents, studies, and reports On high technology and education in

Massachusetts was assembled. A survey was conducted of mathematics and

science teachers in eight secondary schools in the Route 128 area. And

data on New England high school seniors, drawn from a national sample

of 280000 students were obtained and analyzed from the High School and

Beyond study of the National Center for lAucation Statistics. 11
Where

0relevant, comparative data on California is included.
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I. THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Jog

The Current Status of Massachusetts Public Education -

Massachusetts has traditionally given high priority 'to its public

scnools. In 1980 it ranked fourth among the states in the absolute amount

of money it spent per pupil,
1
3 and sixth in expenditures for public schoOls

as a percent of personal income.
13

California, by contrast, places 48th

amoni the states on the latter measure. 14
Teachers salaries are somewhat

aboi, the national average, $18,288 compared to $17,400 nationally in

191(..
15

and the pupil teacher ratio has been 1oWer than the national

average.
16

The state, however, has proportionately fewer children than

the national average in gifted and talented programs.
17

According to the

1980 census, approximately three fourths (76 percent) of Massachusetts

residents 25 years of age and over have graduatedfrom high school compared to

66 percent nationally, and almost one quarter have four years of college

compared to 16 percent in the nation.
18

Levels of educational attainment

in New England, however, are lower than Pacific and Mountain States.
19

Students in high schools in New England and the rest of the Northeast

are much more likely than students from other parts of the country to be

enrolled in an academic curriculum and to take mathematics and science

cou-ses (Table 1:1). Data from Massachusetts atudents taking the 1981

Scholastic Aptitude Tests show the same pattern (Table 1.2). Regional

dif'erences in the percentages of students taking mathematics and science

courses are quite striking (Tables 1.3 and 1.4). According to the High

School and Beyond survey, 54 percent of New England secondary students take

thrle years or more of mathematics compared to 26 percent of California

stuUents. And 36 percent of those from New England have three or more years

of science education compared with only 13 percent in California. While

19 percent of the nation's 1980 high school seniors had aken physics, 30

percent had done so in New England. Almost half (49 percent) of New England

seniors have had chemiatry, a percentage considerably higher than'the

national average (37 percent) or that of California (32 percent). In

fact, in all academic subjects except social studies, New England students

vi

it
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Table 1.1

Percentage of 1980 High School Seniors in General, Academic, and
Vocational Curriculum by Geographic Region

New

England
North-
East* South

'North
Central West ** Pacific

Academic 47% 51% 33% 35% ' 34% 33%

General 25 24 39 40 45 47

Vocational 28 25 28 24 20 21

*Includes New England
**Includes Pacific

Table 1-2

Source: High 'School and Beyond,
NationalTentei for
Education Statistics, 1980.

Selected Data on 1981 Students Taking Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs)

Percentage of Eligible Seniors

National Massachusetts California

Taking SATs ' 33% 63% 36%
...\ .

Verbal Score 424 422 426

Math Score 466 462 475

Parents' Median Income $24,100 $21,700 '. $26,300

Estimated High School Grade
Point Average 3.06 2.90 _3.13

Number of Years of Study o'f
Mathematics 3.52 3.72 3.29

Number of Years of Study of
:111.0logica1 Science 1.40 1.45 1.32

a)
Number of Years of Study of 1

Physical ;ciente 1.78 1.87 1.33

Source: The Collegelloard,
"CollegesBound Spnior44
1981" - National,
Massachusetts, California.

Avo



Table 1:3

Cumulative.Percentage of 1980 High School Seniors Taking Varying Amounts
of Mathematics and Science Courseworlc, by Geographic Regipn

"

Amount ,,,of . . New. North-
Coursework England Eaat*

m
u ,

4..)

1 year or more 987.7:.. :96%
m
O 2 years or more 84 ... 79 ,w ,

. .c
3 years or more 54 48

co-
z

,

a) 1 year or niore
sO

2.years or more

3 ydars or more

*Includes New:England
**Includes California

92 . 93

65 66

3,6 3,5

5outh

.967

,,..' 73

-,

North
: Central

b

, 897

.60
1_, --

.

West**

91%

58:

Cali-

forni

, 907

58

36 17\29 24 26

92 86 90- '88

56 48 44 41.

20 21 15 13

Source:
.

High School and Beyond-,
National Center for
Education Statistics, 1980.

Table 1.4

Percentage of 1980 High,School Seniors Taking
lipthematics, Science, and Selected Courses

.

. c. 0
.

, 1

Course , . National California ,I.Few England

62

68

32

10

30

49

Algebra'I -79%

Alrebta II 49r 49

Geometry 56 57

Trigonometry 26 24

Calculus 8 8

Physics 19 17

Chemistry 37 32

Family Life or
Sex Education 48 60

Alcohol or Drug
Abuse Education 39 51

33

31

Source: High School and Beyond,
National Center for
Education Statistics,,1980
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have had greater amounts of courset.!ork than their West Coast counterparts.

.-,The latter, however, were much more likely to haye carried a family life or

sex educatiai Course (60 Versus 33 Percent).,'-and a claSs in alcohol and

drug abuse eduCation (51 Versus, 31 percent).

New England Students do a little more hOmework than the natiOnal average.

(Table 1.4), althoUgh the percentages are not iMpressive in absoluteterms.

Thirty'-one percent Of the 1980 seniOrs in the High School and Beyond study

had five.Or more hours of homework a Week comparied to 25 percent natiOnally.

The students are:equal to the national average'in the. percentage Who misS

'five r more days of schOol a.year for reasons other: than illness (21 percent)

while California reports a high proportion .(29 percent) doing:so. Nqingla
'

,seniors area little more likelyto be tardy.tO.school compared to national

norms but are signifiCant.ly more punctual as a group than California seniors

. crable

Variations by state in levels of academic achievement are difficult to

assessaince most national sLdies group students by region. Thus, for purposes

of this analysis, data on the Northeast or New Eng4gad will be used'in addition

to the few sve reports which are available. .Comparisons of Scholastic Aptitude

Tests (SAT) scores betWeen states are available, but they are nOt particularly

useful since the proportion of seniors taking.the test varies from state to state.

'Nationwide, approximately one third of all eligible seniorsliake the test but

a.much larger percentage, 63 percent, do so in Massachusetts: As a result of

a lar--;er pool ofstudents taking the test, the SAT scutiores of Massachusetts

students are slightly lower than the national average, The state's pupils scored

422 in the verbal portion of the test compared to 424 nationwide, and 462

the mathematics test compared to 466 amohg their counterparts in the rest of

the ation (Table 1.2).
2

;
0

Declines in students' scores nationwide have been

paral! led by a dedline of similar magnitude among New England Students since
21

compara ive data became available in 1972.

There i$ evidence that Massachusetts and New England sEudents achieve

above students in other regions. Massachusetts has the seventh highest

cUtoff tcore"required for students CO qualify as-semi-finalists for a
22

National Mtrit Scholarship compared to other states. A 1980 study of



,Table 1.5
a

Percentage of 19db High School Seniors Repotting
Amount of.Time Spent on Homework Per Week

Average Hours Per Week

Less than 5

Between 5 and 10

...,.., -

National

/
68r

18

.-.. New England

.62%

21

California

69%

17

More than 10 7 \.. 10 7'

. No homework is ever assigned 4 3 4

n I have hOmework, but I don't do it 4 5

Table 1.6

Source: High School and Beyond,
Nationdl Center for
Educatien Statistics, 1980.

Percentage of 1980 High School Seniors Reporting
'Absenteeism and-Tardiness,

5 days or mdte absent this 'Year' for
teasons otber than illness.

5,.days or more late to school this
year

National New. England CalffOrnia

21% 21% 29%

19 23 31

/ Source: High SchOol and Beyond,
National Center for
Education Statistics, 1980.



-achievement was conducted for the Department of Defense of a national

representative sample of 12,000 men and women ages 18 to 23.' The results

showed that those from New England Sdbred highest on the Armed Forces.

Qualifying Test compared to young adults in eight other regions of the

4
country (Table 1.7). *Achievement 404.Fes from the 1980 High School and

Beyond survey show New England students scoring several points above the

national average in reading and mathematies (Table 1.8) The moSt

comprehensive.evalUations of achieNgem nt are those of the National

Assessment of Educational Progress(N P). Those studies have consistently

shownstudents from the Northeast (which includes some' Middle Atlantic

states) to have the highest scores in mathematics and science followed by

the Central, Wegt and Southeastern states in that order. Nine-year-olds

in the Northeast also lead other regions in reading scores although thirteen

and seventeen-year-olds generally,rank Second behind those in the Central

states. Black students from the Northeast outscore black students front

other regions at all ages in the reading assessment. 23

The Massadhusetts State Department of Education has conductedvseveral

statewide teSts with some of the. NAEP items so that regional and national

comparisons could be made. The results of those Surveys conducted between

1974 and 1978 show a mixed pattern. The statels students score abovethe

national averAge in reading, mathematics, and some portions of the writing

exanination. Inscience, nineyear-olds also scored aboVe the national

average, but the rankings of the 17-year-olds placed them at the overall

U.S. average, On some of the writing subtests, Massachusetts scored below
--

regional and national averages.
24

Analyses of test results from the state's
,

,first mandatory testing of basic skills in 1981 show that Massachusetts

pup4s are significantly weaker in writing than they are in reading and
Ni5

math. Thus, while same comparative weaknesses are present', stddents

from Massachusetts ant the surroundAng region apPear to have somewhat higher

Achievement levels than their counterparts elsewhere in the country.

However, the current demOgraphic, economic and political, enVironments

within thestate are:having a destabiliiing effect on public edutation.



Table' 1.7

Mean Percentile Score on 1980 krged ForcesQualifying Test, Ages 118.,,23, By Region

West. East ' West East

New North Middle North South South South.

England CentAel Atlantkc Central Mountain Pacific central, Atlantic Central
.4 .

Mean Percenttle Score 60 58 53 52 _52 50 48 44 42
L.

SOurce-: Profile of American Youth: .1980 Nationwide
AdMinistration of the Armed Forces Vocational-
APtitude Battery, U. S. Department of Defenpe,

1982.

Table 1.8

Reading and Mathematics Test.Scores of 1980 Seniors

Test Score National New England California

Reading,(Mean) 49.64 51.19 49.85

(Median 49.95 52.41 49.98

Math-Part,I (Mean) 49460 52.10 50.48

(Median) 49.39 52.62 50.66

Math-llart II (Mean) 49.67 51:15 50.14

(Median) 48.06 51.95 51.31

Source:

- 10 -

Student.Achievement in California
Schools, 1980-81 Annual Report,
California State Departnient of Eaucation,
1981; High School and Beyond, National
Center for Education Statistics, 1980.

'18
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Student enrollment,which peaked in 1973-74, has declined approximately

22 percent since then, causing widespread layoffs of teachers and

alterttions in the curriculum and organization of school's. The problem

is particularly acute in New England which has historically been characterized

by low fertility 'ratl.s.26 The only area of the country with a lower
27

fertility figure than that of Massachusetts,gurrently is Washington, D.C.

One demographer estimates that only half of the females in the New England

cohorts born during the mid-to-late 1950s will have more than one child. 28

A second dramatic influence on schools in
>
recent years is decreased

financial support fOr public educatm. For the last several yeats',',

municipal budgets were held to a four percent increase at a time of double

digit inflation. .And in November, 1980, MaSsachusetts vOters overwhelmingly

approlied PropoNition 21/2, a local, tax reduction scheme similar to California's

Propos1tIon'13.
29

As a result, during the 1981-82 school year, the systems

budgets were cut an average of seven percent which, if'inflation were taken

into account, amounts to a 14 percent budget reduction. There was a 16

percenf reduction in school staff in local school districts statewide

including a 12 percent cut in the professional staff (approximately'

7,000 teachers, counsellors and specialists). (mother 2,000 to 4,000,

will most likely be terminated by fall,. 1982. Some of the redUctions

were'due to declining enrollment, which averaged 4.2 percent across the

cities and towna in 1981-82s. One hundrtd and sixty three school buildings
P

Were closed as a direct tasult of 21/2 alone, and half the local school

districts established user fees for such,services as athletics.and

instrumental music lessons.
30

At least 60 of the state's schoOl

suOerintendents announced their retirements or resignations during this

school year, a dramatic increase from the average of 15 in previoils years.
31

Thuc, the twin effects of declining enrollment and budget reductions are
.

creating a profoundly transformed environment within which public schools

must operate.

The Status of 10.6thematics and Science Education' in Seven Route 128 Communities

Six communities with the highest concentrations of high technology firms

ile Route 128 area were selected for study along with one other Route 128
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municipality whcire many technical profesisionals reside. Eight thigh schOOls

are included'in the,research. Two of the communitiet are upper middle

class, another two are middle class, while the other.three are largely

blue collar in tiwir soctoeconomic makeup. Interviews with at least one

high ranking administrator in each of.the seven systems.and with the

sixteen chairs of the-secondary mathematics and science departments

werz-conducted. ,A.survey was conducted of 241 mathematics and science

teachers in thesight scho61s. Sixty-six percent (158 people) of the

teachers reslionded to the survey quest4onnalre. 'Of special inteies't

were student enrollment treads, the impact of budget restrictions, and

teacher_staffing patterns. b

,Enrollments in mathematics and science courses, usually Rrerequisites

to profeSsional technicil,careers,' are relatively high in thete eight high

schools (Table 1.9). Sixty to 95 percent of thAtudents in each school

are enrolled in science courses at any one time. The figures for mathematics

enrollments'range from 80 tp 99.8 percent; five.schools have more than,'90.

percent of their students enrolled in mathematics courses. The popularity

of mathematics and science is little related to the social and economic

statut of the community. In one of the blue-collar thigh pchools,.90 percent

of the students are enrolled in mathematics,. 14 percent a4 carrying computer
0

prcigramming courses, and 95 percent are taking sciefice subjects; Seyerai

schools had made A concerted effort to eptoll Ron-college bound *students'

and females into science and mathemitics courses.' Five of the eight schools

rep3rt an increasing student enrollment in science coUrses during the past,

sevaral years, and six schoOls repOrtSimilar growth in mathematics enrollments.

Mos of these increases are in the thirdsand fourth year courses. No school

is, !xperiencing a drop in the percentage of its students in math and science

enrullments. These upward trends contrast with those in ,Califdrnisschools;

four of eight school-system officials in Silicon Valley reported that

mathematics and sdience enrollments were decreasing.

These results also,show that Route.128 students go Well beyond school

district science and mathematics minimum requirements for graduation. Most

of the systems require one or two years of high school mathematics and one

2
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Table 1.9

Percentage of Secondary Students Enrolled in Mathematics and Science Courses*
in Eight Route 128 High Schools, 1981

o

. School
A B C D** E** F G** H**

Math Courses 92% 88% ' 94% , 90% 85% 99.8% 90% 80% '

SCience Courses 87 64 70 88 60 75 .:95 45

r

*The few students,TAo,take more than one science orAnath courseat a time
are dOuble-counted'here.

**School has grades 10-12 only -- other schools are grades 9-12.

4
TON 1.10

Percentage Reductions in School Professional Staff, -

.School Budget and Student Enrollment in Seven Route 128
School Systems and the State of Massachusetts, 1981-82

School System

Percentage.Change 4-6.3% -1.1% -13.0% -1.3% -0.0% -2.3% -11.2%
in School Budget
from 1980-81.

*Massachusetts

-7%

Percentage Reduc- -9.9% -10.5% 15.4% -8.1% -10.5% 49.3% ;NA -1'2%

tion in 25 Tenured
Professional Teachers
staff from 080-81 "riffed"

Percentage Decline -7.8% 3.1% -7.9% -6.5% -6.4% -6.5% -8;5% -4.2%

in Student Enroll-
ment from 1980-81

*Source of Massachusetts. Data:
Massachusetts Association of School
Committees, "The Impact of Proposition 21/2
on Public Schools," April, 1982.

or
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year of high school science (two years for college preparatory students in

several schools), but students take significantly mote courses. Three or

more years of mathematics courses and two to three courses in science are

typical for the majority of stugents at these schools. :One school which

has no mathematics requirement for graduation has almost 100 petcent of its.

stunts taking this suliject.

California and other states are trying to boost-enrollments in:science

and mathematits-by changing state.graduation requirements and entrance

reqcirements to the state's public colleges and universities. For example,

the UniversitY of California Will begin requiring three years of high school

mat,ematics for entering fresninen in 1986, and the California State

University system will require two years. Governor Jerry Brown recentlY

exhorted Silicon Valley students to take more courses in math and science.

A magnet school stressing science, math and technology courses is being

planned by the Los Gatos Joint Union High School District and the Fremont

Union High School Distric.tin, tha-Valley.)

While the goston area schools are experiencing modest percentage increases

in math and science enrollments, they are witnessing an enormous upsurge of

student interest in computer's. One secondary school system which had 231

students enrolled in coiaputer electives in 1973 now,baS 680' students taking

such.courses. Yet many fear that since students are-now often exposed to

computers in elementary and junior high school, they will be frustra d b

the'lack of access to advanCed course offerings at the senior high level.'

Every school administrator complained about the lack of computer hardware

in tIle face of accelerating student demand. 'However, teaCherS at most schools,

usually in the mathematics department, have been quite willing, even eager,

to etrain in order to teach these courses. Several distritts II/Are used,

cre,tive metHods to stimulate teacher retraining. For example, one school

system had trained 375 school staff out of 700 (including some tustodians

and secretaries) in a 30 houi course in BASIC through*an Occupatióhal Education

grant from the state. Another system trained most of its mathematics faculty
k

to teach computer courses through a "buddy system" where one teacher,proficient

in computers co-taught a coutse with 4 novice. While interest An.tomputers

9 )
Am.,
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is "phenomenal," in the wOrds of several administrators, there is little
in the way of state or federal guidance or support for curriculum develop-
ment or equipment LucqUisition. Unlike california, where at least county
education officials ikrovide,.leadership in establishing computer curricula,
Massachusetts schoq. dt\Ettricts.have to go it alone in this area of
instructio. There is % centralized teacher consortium or computer

education in the Boston red either, unlike Silicon Valley where the Computer
. \ -

Using Educators group proVides programs and services to further this

pee.agogical effe(rt. There\is a proliferation of smaller groups, newsletters
'

and conferences in the Bay S ate but no one organization or government
agcncy plays a coordinating rle.

As student interest in sc nce, mathematics and computers grows, school
budgets are being reduced. All ut one of the seven cities and towns studied

experienced an absolUte cut in.t ir school budget in 1981-82. Professional

staff reductions ranged from 8 pe cent to 19 percent, with an average of
12 percent for'all towns;>the same as the statewide percentage. Declines
in enrollment average& 6.7 percent n 1981782, slightly shove the average

for the state (Table 1.10).

While cuts in higfi school progra s have been most pronounced in athletics,,
.

industrial arts, music and assorted a tivities and'clubs, there have also

.been financial reductions affecting th teaching of science and mathematics.., -
Six of thebeight science departments an half of the m thematicS departments

let
studied lost staff positions during 198 722. Math teac ers are less likely

than science teachers to be laid off.bec use of increased student demand for

comouterielectives a small remedial co rses. Eleven of sixteen departments

.have.had their budgets for equipment,, sup lies And texts cut or level- unded
in ale last year. The chairs, particular y in the science departments felt

I, --.

that these financial reductions were espec ally harmful,because-there

been such dramatic inflation in the costs f chemicals, glassware and

is

textbooks. Six of the eight high schools re now using mathematics sad

--science textbooks seven or eight years rath r than the previous standard of
five years. Two of_the schoola had lost'fu ding for El faculty person to serve

as coordinator of the school's mathematics eam. All of thwchools believed

2,3 k
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that financial constraints had prevented them from acquiring the comPuter

hardware necessary to accommodate student demaivl.

,

In addition to these reductions, one school lost a remedial mathematics

laboratory and another lost the double laboratory period used in some science

courses in the 1981-82 school year. Three schools had teacher sabbaticals

abo,ished or in-service training programs eliminated. Pour science depart-

ment. and one mathematics department experienced an increase in class size

or'vequired teachers to take on an additional class. Ohe school had to

elildnate some of its ability groupings. Another cut eight courses from

its science curriculum. Statewide, a number of towns eliminated the position

of 'cience coordinator, particularly at the elementary school level. Field

trips to Boston's Museum of Science dropped by 25 percent during this first

year of implementation of Proposition 21/2. Overall, two thirds of the teachers

surveyed in the eight high schools Claimed that cuts or constraints in the

school budget had hurt courses in their discipline. They singled out lack

of money for equipment, supplies, texts and'computers as their major concern

followed by the growth in class size. It should be noted, however, that

class sizes are still quite reasonable, around 25 students'per class, and

are significantly smaller than those in California.

The most serious probleM, however, lies with the teaching staff itself.

Recent national and state studies have documente0.9te attrition of experienced

mat:Jmatics and .science teachers, a dramatic drop in newly certified graduates

in Lhose fields (a 65 percent decline in science education graduates and a

77 rarcent decline in mathematics education graduates between 1971 and 1980),

and the misassignment of unqualified teachers to cover courses in mathematics

and sCience.
32 These studies show that the problems in the Northeast are less.

sev,re than in the rest of the country. The pool of newly certified' candidates

islarger (Table 1.11), and the-percentage of newly-employed but unqualified

. science and mathematics teachers is sharply lower--nine percent--than the .

national average' of 50 percent. The percentage in Pacific Coast states is

an astounding 44 perCent (Table 1.12).

Neyertheless, it Wal3 apparent from the interviews and queetionnaire data .

that the supply of qualified mathematics and science teachers is also becoming

tt.
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Table 1.11
lok

Number of People Granted Certification to Teach
S,econdary Mathematica and Science in:Masaachusetts, 1972-1981

s\ General . Earth
Mathematics Chemistry Physics .Biology .Pgience Science

1972 891 246 . 154 417 950 64

1981 (157)* (49)* '(38)* (98)* (226)* (30)*
315 119 62 .268 457 49

.

Percentage
Decline -65% -52% -60% -36% -52% -23%

*Veteran teachers, included in the
total in each cell, who are adding

, .

on an extra certification.

Census Region

Pacific States

Mountain States

West North Central States

West South Central States

East North dtntral Statea

East South Centi.al Ststea

Northeastern States

Middle AtlantiC States

South Atlantic States

NATIONWIDE

Source: Massachusetts State Department
of Education.

Table 1.1.2

. Percentage of Newly-EmpI4ec4 Bue
Unqualified Science and-Math Teachers

1980-1981 1981-1982

75% 84%

44. 43 ,

26 43

63 63

23 32

43 40

11 9

40 46

48 50

. 45 50

Source: James Shymansky, National
Science Teachers Association,
Washington, D.C., 1982.
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a serious problem in the 'Boston area. All.of the department chairs

ihterviewed stated that.the pool of candidates was very small and fiVe of

the eight schools reported difficulty in finding qualified teachers in

those subjects, especially physics,: "Five.years ago.we had over eft feet

of job applicdnts' folders and now we have one inch," reported on

maaemalics departMent chair. One school system had experienced An E,

88 lercent drop in applicants in all teaching fields'in the la'at few'

ye;rs. "We are going to have a terrible shortage of teachers" warned

th Assistant Superintendent. Many administrators expressed concern about

th, quality of new recruits. "We're getting the crumbs," commented-one

sc rnce chair. Another.administrator admitted that "today we'll take any

warm body" to teach mathematics and science. Indeed, the average SAT scores

of 1981 Massachusetts.college-boUnd seniors who chose education as their

intended major were abysmal: a verbal score of 383 and a mathematics

score of 409.

Few students in Massachusetts colleges and universities are interested

in becoming teachers. Only 76 seniors who took the SATs in 141 (0.2 percent

of the test-takers) expressed an interest ln becoming secondary education

teachers. Most of the Route 128 schools studied do not have student teachers

in sCience or mathematics, or other subjects for that mAtter, and many

schools no longer have a Future Teachers Club. Able Students are no longer

encouragedby lir teachers, parentb or friends to choose education as a

ca- ler. The numbers of students graduating in science and mathematics

edation is miniscule. For example, Booton State College (recently absorbed

int.., the University of Massachusetts at Boston) is graduating no students

in physics and chemistry education and only one or two in mathematics educe-

ti 1; Northeastern University is turning out no one.in secondary physics,

ow.. in chemistry and one in mathematics; Boston University has a total of

two students gradnating in science education and 11 in mathematics education.

(In Massachusetts, a trainee in secondary education must major in a aubatantive

disckpline and can only minor in education.) Lowell University has abolished

jts undergraduate sdcondary education department and other local schools

are considering the same option. Half of ihe new certifications in

mathematics in 1981 in Massachusetts were veteran teachers "adding on" an

sa,



additional certification, by taking six additional courses, in order to

save their jobs. TheS6 "add-ons" are not trulY qualified to teach more-

than introductory courseg.

While officials at the schools giudikd are having an increasingly

difficult time finding qualifi,ed applicants in mathemat,ics and science,

both the questionnaire and interview data reveal that they have not,yet

resorted to misassigning unqualified teachers already on the staff to teach
4

these courses. These findings confirm the0ortheast pattern documented in

national sttidies. However, misassignment does appear to be a growing

problem in junior high schools were senior elementary teachers with a K-8
1

certification are "bumping" less experienced junior high math and science

spedialists. This was the case in four of the seven school systems.

Several administrators believed that these senior elementary teachers were

clearly less qualified than the specialists they had replaced. Many expressed

the fear thatirisag'signment would become a problem at.the secondary level in

the future.

Staff attrition is a serious problem in two Schools. One Of the two

had lost five math teachers in the last three years to jobs in the better

paying high technology sector. Another three high schools were losing

appxoximately one a year t-e-such,jobs. Three schools, those in the most

affluent communities least affected by budget cuts, claimed that such losses

.were not a problem, but the chairs expressed concern that it would become

so in the near future. Their fears are borne ou,t in the questionnaire

survey of teachers which revealed widespread demoralization among

4mathematics and science staff. The teachers, over two= h us of whom 4

male, average 16 years of experience, the same as 0 national average f

secondary mathematics and ScienCe teachers, By nat opal standardai: they

are-an extremely highly educated group:, 81 percent,cOmpared to apProximaiely

50 percent of the secondary mathematics and science teachers nationallxio
33

have an adVanced poSt-graduate degree, and many have urther course work

beyond that. All of the science chairs and tWo-thirds of the mathematics

chairs had participated in National SCience Foundation programsof study

available in thej960s and early 1970g. 4



One:of the sources of teacher malaise is apparent from the fact that.
.

only:maven of 158 teachers are underthe age of 30 (Table 113): Only-
. v

two of the reSpOndents have four or feweryears of teaChing experience.

One sciente department did nothave aaingle'teacher under the age of 40.

ThioageAtstribUtion ia the ecurce:Of much concernaMong:thoae.surveyed.

Accordinvto the survey, Only'41:pertent of the mathematicsand:aclene..

-teathera in ihe goute128 higil achoola-areplan*ing A perMhnent*Career in -

teaching or school adminietration (Tahle 1.14). jhe rest areeitherexpect.i.ng

tO be laid off .(12 percent) or are Serioualy Considering leaving.

tenching. (47:percent).' The proportion expressing such-feelings vdied

by achool:', in,the.system with the largeat budget out, every matCteacher
.

Who responde4 to the survey wanted to.leave 14;teach in anothersystem,.

two-thirds of the science teachers Wanted to remai in the profesaion. Of

coUrse.teachers have' always had high rates of attrition, but much.of that

was traditionally due to:females in their. twenties ).eaving teathing when
_

had children and maIes moving up to administratiVe positions-. .8ut

these RoUte 128 'schools have.senior staffs who would nOrmally not be:

expected to havesuch a:high projeCted turnOver4 7.busi: the:fact that almOst)

threefifths Of theM are seriously considering a career-change is cause

for aome alarm.

The percentage of mathematics teachers wanting to leaVe is thesame,
,

as that of science teachers. However, olLy 6 out of 19-Physics teachers

in the sampleaaid they want to continheiwtheir teaching careers', a lower

fraction than that of teachers in other mathematics and science fields.

Ironically, at a time When there is such a shortage of physics teachers,

fotr:: of these. teachers believe they are going to belaid off. Several

chlire commented that whenAnathematics and science teathers are "riffed,7

lew try to get Another teadhing.job. ("It'S:the eletentaryteachera who-:

hang:On," said one sthool administratOr.) 'TeaChers who are younger and

leas experienced are more likely than others to be thinking about a

career change. Of the seven teachers under 30, only. tlo believed they

would atay in teaching. Of those who'are considering a career change,

60 percent said they would seek a job with a high technology company or
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Table 1.13

Sex, Age Years of Experience and Education of Secondary SciencSand.MathematicsTeachers in Seven itbute12.8 (BostOn Area) Communities, 1982

AP
Route 128 Teachers

lk
Male . 69%
Female'. 31%.

Under 30 5%
30-40 43%
40-50 33%

Over 50 20%

Years of,Teaching Experiej: 16

Highest Educational Degree: B.A. or B.S. 19%
M.A. or M.S. f6%
Ph.D. or Ed.D. 5%

3

tiole 1.14

Future Career PlansASecondary Science and MatheMatics
Teachers in Seven Route 12Q School Systems

Planning a Permanent Career in Teaching

Percentage'
Response

and/or Educational Administration 41%

Very seriously considering leaving teaching
for another field 22

Planning.to leave teaChing 25

Ma); be laid 'off
12

Th

29



a Sob that in some way utilized their mathematical or scientific

expertise (often in coMputers), :Their reasons for wanting to leave are

twofold: :declining job satisfaction andinadequate salary pompensation.

Typical comments the questionnaire included:

."I'm tired of the long hours and 1070: paY. No004 eXCept teachers
care- about the.education of children."'

"Teathing is now a dead-end occupetion."

"I'm tired Of teaching and the fUture 'looks bleak."

"The'teaching alivirOnMent becOmea leas pleasant.each year."

lovev,eaching butit'a wearing me Out. There are too many
alienated kids flo face everyday:"

"Working conditions are deteriorating. I want to leaVe Masaachusettt
and its anti-education attitude."

"Teaching is'a luxury I can no longer afford,"

"Therels no room for growth, no reward to excellence in teaching.
Salaries do not keep pace with inflation."

The most, serious problem, then, in high achool mathematics and science

instruction in these Route 128: hi.gh'schoo.10 41iLt110 pOssible dissolution

Of a highly qualified cadre Of,teaChera with no newf-cohOrt of trained

,people to take 4:teplace. With tedohingtalaries beginning around

$114000$13,000, stUdents With 'skills in these fielde Can often find

Alternative employment at almost dOuble that'figure, Johsecurity, once

a strong point of teachinOlo longer exists. Moreover, the veteran

ceachers,surveyed felt that the quality of students' work is not improving,

indeed, two-fifths felt that student academic: performance had slipped in

the last five years. With equipment Cutsi, larger classes, reductions in

frOfessional development opportunities, it is not surprising that teachers

Lre 'ilemoralized. The shortage of qualified teachers in all fields will

Lecome,particularly apparent in the mid7to-late 1980s when enrollmente

begin to riae at: the elementary leVeli as-a large number ofteaChers hired

during the boom Yeara of theJ950s retiresand aa the full impact'of the

declineof-newly !I5Inedteachers is felt.
,

The Condition Of Industrial Arta and Secondary-Vocational Education-.

Indusial arts courses and high school vocational training proirams

!Lave problems similar to those of mathematica and science departments: a

-st
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shortage of qualified teachers in certain fields., a. loss of teachers to

industrial jobs in several schoold, and inadequate funding for modern

equipment.. Interviews were conducted With occupational-education directors

in the seven Route 128 SChool systems and directors of two regional

vocational high schoO1S on Route 12.8. All Ofthe,Sthool systems were'

having difficulty:hiringA.nstructors for electronics and computer courses.

In one high schOO1,all thTes electronics instrtictors had left in the last

_three years Rr jObe in private induatry where they Made SUbstantiallY

higher salaries.: Vocational educators are-paid $13,000 tCY$25,00Cr, a-

scale that:cannot compete with industrial compensation. Several schools

had to lay off teachers in the last few years. One system had riffed three

vocational teachers in 1981-82, one,bf whom had 25 years of experience.j,-

As a result of the staff cutbacks,-the machine shop program was scaled down,

and merged with the program in metal shop.

Industrial arts and vocational education have been especially hard

hit by budget cuts. Much of their budg4t ii tied up in equipment and

supplies which are inflating rapidly in Coat. Thred;school System.Shad

relatively good eq4Ipmht.nd there were funds to Maintain It. 'But five.

Of the nine schOola now have no mOney to replace equipment. "The budget

cutting.process has been devastating," claiMed one occupational education

coordinatos.who)had seen his annual capital outlay budget slashed from

10,000 to zero. Local tax cuts are compounded in occupational Programs

by the substantial reduCtions in federal vocational funds under President

Rea n. One of the comprehensive high schools has recently started a word

processing course and an electronics curriculum with federal occupational

education funds, but ehe coordinator feared the losa of even that support

in the future.

The highly regarded 27 regional vocational-technical high schools in

Massachusetes are experiencing a real crisis in funding.. They derive their

support from assessments of their member school districts which during the-

current funding reductions, are more reluctant to give money to a School

which may take only a few of the district's students. There was no special

provision made for the funding of regional schools in'the Proposition 21/2

,and these school-gigot less state aid proportionally in 1981782
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than local:school districts. The first programs to be cut were courses

that served post7-secondary students. But next year, according to a state

vocational education administrator, the budget reductions will be "getting

at the heart of program offerings.": One superintendent.daid that in two'

YearS, his schools would hsve-to abolish acme programs because the current

outlaThudget is $50,000 leas than:what it ahould be to keep the

plogrsOs from becoming Obaolete. :He nowspends most ofAis time on budgetary

mttters rather than on cUrriculdm and administration* going from town Meeting

to town Meeting pleading for adequate funding. Among Other.cuts,.the school

h'is eliminated seven ataff poeitions, halved the teacher substitutes and

reduced late bus service. Another superintendent claimed his capital outlay

budget had been cut from $100,000 a year to nothing As a result, certain.

programs Were becoming obsolete, particular4wthe machine shop. A further

problem that these schools face is increased competition with local high'

schools fOr studentshas a ,result of declining enrollment. In the past

the showcase regional vocational,!technical schools had,waiting lists of

prospective students, but increaaingly they ate engaged in,an "optright

war over hodieelith their member districts' high schools..

Studenta in the' 4ocational and industrial: arta programs: are moderately

responsive to career opportunities in the high technology aector. Computer-

related courses are popular at all schools. Electronics ia heavily subscribed

a! vocational schools but is not unusually popular in high school industrial

ayts programs. A1980 statewide study by Christine LeCam for the state's

Department of Manpower Development concluded that enrollment trends show

t,at this sector of eddcation is responding to the needs,'of the high

technology sector.
34-

According to LeCam, secondary enrollments in vocational

p ograms, which make up approximately 82 percent of total vocational education

c.xollthents in the -state,- have been shifting in the direction of high -

technology-courses such as computer-related buainess and.office programs

and electronics asaembly and technician training. Between 1972 and 1979,

'there was more than a 110 percent increase in enrollments in high technology-

related occupations at aqtime when total vocational educational enrollments

rose only 50 percent. About ten percent of vocational students were enrolled
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in high,technology programa in.1979, up from seven percent in 1972.

Thus, at a.time whenstudents aregravitating toWard training in high

technology fields, there is an erosion of staffand facilities needed

to pravide high quality programs.

IndUsery-EducatiOn Belationa

Relations.between-.the.high.technology tOmpanies in the Route.l2a.

area iind the local public schools, never strong to begin with, are-

currently strained.. -Publid school-administrators and teachers,

narticularly those who-are politically knowledgeable, are angry at the

support that the Massachupetts High Technology Council gave .to

Proposition 21/2 in 1980. Indeed, approximatelY half the companies in

the Council:donated a total of $229,000-to the Tropoeition 21/2 campaign,

60 percent of .the total athount spent On behalf.nf its passage. 35

Council offidials acknowledge that Without their laat minute fundraising,

the measure wOuld.notbave passed.36 -Indusery officials believed.that.

.high taxeswere-a.barrier to the'recruitment of desperately- needed

engineers to the Boston area and they -supported. Proposition '21/2 mainly

for this reason. They were not intent on reducing resources fOr education,

believing Anstead that budget 'Cuts- would only -eliminate waste and

inefficiency at the local level.

Resentment among educators against the.High Technology Council's

suppore for PrOposition 21/2 still remains high, especialbrthose in

districts that have experienced significant cute ln their budgets. The

educators who were interviewed commented:

"Around here high tech is a nasty word" (a science department chair);

"I have a terrible hatred for high tech," (a mathematics department
chair);

"I won't sit in the same room with those people" (an assistant
superintendene);

"High tech people are mit sensitive to morale issues of teachers.
They should teach here for a week and then talk abdut morale"
(superintendent of a regional vocational-technical high schoO1).

One industry leader acknowledged that the High Technology Council had a

"black knight image" and had done little to ward-off the backlash.

33
ir



Only twOof the public school staff interviewed had sUpported

PropOsition 24: Wficials in the one town whose budget was unaffected

by Propoeition 24 expressed'little resentment against high technology

companies, but they were clearly the exception.

The attitudes of 06 high technology officials interviewed were

Airlda apart from those educaiots when it caMe to assessments of the

impact of Proposition 24 on the public schools:. Three4oUrths of the

nanagers expressed the view that the budget cuts would fall only on

,)eripheral programs ("mystery novel" courses) and would not have an

impact on core academic courses such as mathematics and acience. Most

pelt that if academic programs,were cut, it would be the result of

politically motigted mismanagement and not due to real fiscal shortfalls.

A minority believed that the budget reductions would harm solid academic

programs, A process that they claimed would ultimately cause Proposition 24

to backfire on industry. Several bemoaned the losses of music and the

arta, not only for their intrinsic value but also because they saw a

cortelation between music and interest in software engineering.

In addition to the issue of Proposition 24, the degfee-of general

11mutual disregard existing between industry officials'and educators forma

another barrier between the two institutions. Like employers everywhere

in the 'country, high technology executives believe that schools are not

doing a particularly good job in training students in basic subjeet areas.

klthough educators accuse industrY of wanting to turn their schools into

larrow technical trade institutes, what employers wint first is students

to have thorough grounding in writing, reading, mathematics, science,

.iroblem solving and critical thinking. Despite their misgivings about

':urrent academic performance standards Eind achool curricula, however,

The managers interviewed believed that suburban Boston schools were

relatively effective cempared to these elsewhere in tile country. They

singled out the Boston schools as eePecially poor. Interestingly, their

attitudes toward the quality of sch0Ols were more positive than the

feelings Silicon Valley employera eipteSised about the California so..11Tarr-N

Corporate crtticism of the schools centered on beliefs that low

4
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academic standards and expectations yroduced mediocrity. Many Ina agers

felt that "excellence":had been sacrificed/Jo the effort to reach children

of all ability levels and backgrounds.. They aIso criticized guidance

counsellors' lack of awareness ofemployment markets, teachers Unions'

rigidity..in resisting alterations in personnel.policies and, work szhedulea,

and school administrators':lack Of management Skills.- Their ablutions to

educational problemS included more merit pay for teachers, the abolitiOn

of tenure, differential salary sChedUles in order to attract mathematics

arid science teachers, better school management, and the creation of

scientificallyind technically orieoted:Magnet schools. Tbey generally

believed that deficiencies in public schools were brought on by poor

management rather than by inadequate funding. Most corporate officials,

like their counterparts in California, believed that more money would not

necessarily lead to better education. And they were not sympathetic to the

plight of laid off school teachers since layoffa are such an accepted part

of the American corporate environment. Again, howeVer, it should be stressed

that these officials' criticiaMs of schoOls were tempered by a general

feeling of respect for many of the suburban school systems. Expressions of

outright contempt toward the scbools, which characterized some of the comments

of Silicon Valley executives, were absent.

Educators' criticiams of the companies focused mainly on the issue'of

their support of Proposition 21/2. OVer and over, they repeated that they
(

could not understand why firms, which depended on an educated labor force,

would support.a measure the school people saw as detrimental to public

education. "I can't understand their attitude," said the chair of a science

department- "Businessmen know money is What makes things happen. You have

to invest in a saleable product. I don't know what those People want."

Mani.believed that the firms,must not have realized what the ramifications

of Proposition 21/2 would be when they supported it. And the great majority

claimed that the Massachusetts High Technology Councilvwould come to regret

its actions. Several school administratorsrargued that company 'officials

do not understand the importance of teachers' morale in the educational

process._ "Morale is crucial when you can't turn your heat on until

December 1st because your pay is so,low," commented one assistant

3
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superintendent. "2;1's symbolism is what is important," he added. "It

tells teachers they're bad and they don't get their allowance."

Other issues emerged in the interviews as well. Like educators in

Silicon Valley, school officials were aware than industry people held them

in low regard. "From their perspective, we only graduate functional

illiterates," complained one administrator. Another assistant superintendent

copTented that "educators are tired of hearing how wonderful the job

opportunities are and how lousy the kids are." Other views which surfaced

included complaintsthat reflect longstanding criticisms of industry b5i

scool people: industry's perspective is too short-sighted and too self-

in+ ,rested; companies are only conCerned with immediate profits and not

long term social concerns; and firms' involvements in education usually

come with strings,attached.

Despite this litany of objections to perceived.corporate attitudes and

policies, most educ ors interviewed expressed an interest and willingness to

develop collaborativ relationships with local high technology firms.

Schools' interests r ged beyond traditional kinds of corporate involvement

such as plant tours, g t speakers and participation on vocational advisory

boards. Several winted curriculum advice, especially in computer-related

areas, summer or sabbat cal jobs for science and math teachers; loaned

faculty members from industry, scholarships for math and science teacher

trc:aees, gifts of equipment, work experience placement for students, and

br(,:d political Support for public education.

There are significant pockets'of collaboration between high technology

COM linies and some school systems in the Boston area, but companies admit

thP: when they do choose to become involved with educational institutions,

the prefer to nvest their time and money in university computer science

and engineering programs. And even small Industry-education projects take

a long time to get off the ground. ('11t takes several meetings to get a

$45 bus fOr a field trip," complained one vocational educator.) Both

Companies and Schools lack personnel who can devote large blocks of time

to industry-education relations, particularly since the onset of the

recession in the private sector and budget reductions in the public sector.
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School officials are unsure whom to appr ach in a company ("it is a

mysterious procese) and claim that cont cts are piecemeal and happenstance,

often dependent.on a porsonarconneoqo . Few me,chanisms haVe been set up

by thirciparty groUpa to fosterties be ween the two institutions. High

turnover Of personnel in these dynamic ampanies also hinders the development,

of longterm collaborative efforts. "Ws hard to relate to a body rOtating-

through a position," lamented one scho administrator.' Furthermore, Managers

in firms who do toke an active intetes in educational programs With the

public schoolaare -usually only margin lly influential in their own coMpany.

They are not in a position to commit c mpany resources tolpromising programs;

Most school-corporate attempts at cooperative relaticnships are "still at

the talking stage" and many founder as a result of mutual lack of follow-

through.*

Nevertheless, some industry-education programs at the secondary level

have been successful. The most common kind of collaboration exists as a

result of state-mandated employer advisory boards for vocational cutricula.

MOst of the voCational educators in the systems studied felt that those

toards were useful. One school system also had an advisory board of members

of local industry which met twice a year to discuss the system's computet.

curriculum. That same system had an employee from a local computer consulting

firm teach an after-school advanced programming class at a reduced rate. Prime

Computer had helped with the electronics curriculum there also. Student

.co-operative placements were common with high technology companies at one of

the regional vocational schools studied.

One of the comprehensive high schools had viable relationships with

several high technology companies through the occupational education director

and a project of EdGo (a non-profit educational collaborative operating on

external grants) located in the school. The school had worked with
-

CoMputervision, Millipore and the Massachusetts'High Technology Council on

career awareness programs for students and teachers; six or seven companies

had, helped the school develop a curriculum for a federally funded electronics

assembly program; other companies had assisted in delVeloping a more advanced

electronics course; and the school is a member of the Greater Boston High

37
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Technology Forum, a collaborative focusing On career awareness and curriculum

developMent set up by the High Technology Council in conjunction with a

regional center,of the State Department Of Education.: The occupational

education director at this sChOol, who devotes substantial amounts of time

and effort to developing ti.e0 With industry, was Able to build such ties

- byh:Ang persistent in finding the illht person to Contact in a company:,

and by becoming involved in any relevant industry-education collaborative

he huird about. He felt that if one does find the right company contacts,

"Man/ industry people:will give of their own time and good things happen."

Only one of the sixteen mathematics and science departments studied for

this report had,solid contacts with high technology companies. One science

department had recently received a $4000 gift of new glassware from.

Mobil-Tyco, gifted and talented senibrs'Were occasionally placed in unpaid

internships at Data General and Mobil-Tyco, and GTE Sylvania had just begun

a program of hiring science teachers Auring a sabbatical year or during the

summer.

In addition:to the'collaborative programs noted in the schools studied,

there are other efforts elsewhere in the Boston area. The Maseachusetts

High Technology Council, largely through the efforts of its human resources.

consultant, B. J. Rudman, has spearheaded some initiatives. High Technology

Forums, which bring together educators and industry people to work on career

awareness and some curriculum help, have been organized in several regions

of the state. The Council.has also helped write the curriculum and served

in c.n-advisory capacitylor state-funded computer programming courses for

lata off school teachers. Raytheon Data Systems in Norwood has for four

yea;:s run the highly suCcessful "Project Access" imiOlving several hundred

st",ents in four local school districts. The coMpany helps train students

in kuUtine coding tasks of software programming and thee hires them as

paid. interns and part-time workers. Eventually, some graduates will

hired full-time by the company. A representative of Wang Labs is on

steering committee planning a high technol gy magnet school in Lowell.

Analog Devices, Codex and The Foxboro Compa y are

Education Collabora ive (BEC) begun in 198

syatems which focuses on career awareness an

ve in the Business

1 local school

culumAevelopment.
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'Polaroid, long conaidered one of the more philanthropically-oriented

high teChnology firms, gives nUmerous small granta to many kinds of

schools, inCluding day care centers, through the Polaroid FoOndation.
.

It is widely acknowledged that Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC):,

the third largest high technologY emplOyer in the state (24,000 workers)

behind Raytheon and General Electric, is the leader when it comes to,

indUstry-education relations. DEC's reputation is something like that

of Hewlett-Packard's in Silicon Valley. The company is involved in a

range of programs: scholarships for students; Onations of equipment

to schools; help with curriculum devglopment, particularly in the area

of computer literacy, at schools near DEC plants; and loaned personnel.

DEC has contributed $500,000 worth of equipment to the Humbert Humphrey

Occupational Resource Center in Boston and has loaned a person to put in

substantial amounts of time on curriculum development there.

Mote recently, there has been a slowly developing awareness among

some corporate officials, that a Crisis exists in pre:-college mathematics

and science programs. Robert. Henderson, the Chief Exective Officer of

Itek Corporation in Lexington, has been the leader among New England

business people in articulating this issue. And there are indications

that new cooperative initiatives are,about to emerge connecting high

technology firms to ichools under the auspices of the Greater Boston and

Northeast Regional Centers of the State Department of Education. However,

LI contrast to issues surrounding engineering education, nortadustry-

etucation consensus has yet crystallized on the nature of the secondary

school problem and its solutions.

There has been a good deal'of talk in recent months by national and

JoCal political leaders, including,President Reagan, about "shared

responsibility" and.a "new partnership" between schools and industry.in

order'to cope with'public'bUdget shortfalls. Schools and social agencies
,

are expected to turn for help to the private sector now that government

support is diminishing, This notion,' however, ignores the substantial

barriers that exist between industry and educational institutions. These

barriers are generally more numerous in. new, hi4ilogrowth companies than
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in mature firms. Aside from those already discussed, several major

obstacles stand in the way of long-term collaborative relationships.

Firstiof all,.the very dynamism, innovation and rapid growth which

characterize most high technology firms undermines attempts at extra-

institutional ties. These companies, many of whom have growth rates

exceeding 30 percent a year, operate in a competitive environment

under ,Ehe intense pressure to get new Oroductsvinto the market. One

company studied, for example,.develops a new product every 12 working

days. The firms need their cash to put back into research and develop-

ment and need to focus their energy on the central task of the company.

Outreach to schools in this context, except by large older companies

like Raytheon, is of rather peripheral concern.

Moreover', rapid.technological change, the newness of many companies,

frequent changes in company organization (mergers, spinoffs, etc.),

the unpredictability of workforce needs, and the ever-present viciasitudes

of the market lead to short7term planning cycles. This present-oriented

planning perspective contrasts sharply with the stability of the schools

which tend to Operate on five-year plwing cycles. Such different

temporal perspectives inhibit the development of viable ties between

high technology industry and education. In addition, it is difficult

for institutions at such different points in their history to interact

productively: schools are declining in enrollment, test scores, and

financial support, while high technology firms are the current success

story of the American economy. Withxone institution on the upswing and

the other "in a dismantling' mode," as one educator put it, it is hardly

an atmosphere conducive to harmonious relations.

School officials generally see additional government financial aid

as a solution te major educational problems. CongressiOnal passage of

the National Defenae Education Act,and the substantial programs of the

National Science Foundation in the late 1950e provided significant

support for public education when it was appaxent there was a crisis

in sCience and mathematics educdtion. Once again, educators feels they

need such federal and state funds to finance revitalization of those
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subject areas. Yet the conservative "small government" philosophy

NtkbusinesS causes them to oppose_new government spending ptograms in

domestic areas. It is not likely that indUStrywill ptovide broad

political support for greater educational Spending by goVernmentUntil

the situation dramatically worsens. Believing that:bettet management

and not more money is the scilution, husiness will, probablconfine:

their support to a fairly svall percentage of companies helping

specific schools With special programs. And'for thOge companies that

do choose to plowsome resources into secondary schools, they face the

problem of choosing.an effectiye intervention strategy. Unlike

engineering schools where.specific problems'are obvious and where

corporate efforts can make an immediate difference, public schools

are large amorphous institutions that are relatively impervious to
[

change from small-Scale intervention programs.

To conclude, public schools in Massachusetts, which until now
J

have been fairly strong bnmpared qb other states, are in a state of

Even suburban schools located in the heartland of the high ,

technology belt on Boston's Route, 48 are experiencing a deterioration

in the teaching environment. At a point when industry stands at fhe,

threshhold of a new microelectignics era, schools look back to an

eatlier time as their golden.age.
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II. .TWO.YEAR posTsgcoNpARy SCHOOLS,

WhiieMasSaChusettshas_historicaily been generOUS:in ita comMitment

to public:elementary ahd SecOndaty education, the oppoSite istrue when it

cames to public gher education-. Enrollment in privateinstitutions'of

higher education4aas always been,high in New England, 49 Percent now compared
1

to 22 percent nationwide. Massachusetts ranks 44th among the states (and
_

District of ColuMbia) in its percentage of full-timerstudents wh6 are enrolled
Y

in institutions of public higher education. This emphasia on private education

is one reason why state funding for public higher education is so low. The

most recent figures available show that Massachusetts ranks 34th among the

states in its aPOrOPriations per:student, spending about $1000 leas per pupil

ehan the national average. And it ranks 51st in the percentage of state tax

revenue it spends on higher education.

The sitution in California contrasts dramatiaally With that of Massachusetts..

While California.ranks near the bottom-in its effort to fund public schOols

(K-12); it is fourth in appropriations per public college student and,tenth

in its percentage Of tax revenues devoted to'public higher education. It is

third.among the states in its.percentage of people enrolled in public higher^

education.

Massachusetts also varies from the natiOnal average in its mix,of public
_ 1

student enrollments by type of institution. A smallr percentage of students 1

enrolled in public higher education in the Bay State attend community colleges,
. ,

25 percent, compared ka 36 percent nationally and 52 percent in California.'
3

. ., , . .

The,Massachusetts communitY college sysem, whiah has only b

V
developed in the

last two decades, has been notoriously underfunded. Faculty laries, which

average approximately $19,000, are below national norms for community college

compensation. Salaries of,communitr college faculty in Silicon Valley average

between.$25,000 and $30,000. The fifteen schoolahave comparatively small

enrollments and some have shockingly inadequate physical plants.. The "campus"

of Boston's Roxbury Community College, housed in a condemned nursing home, and

that of. Middlesex Community College on Route 128, located in a Veteran Hospital,

4 ()
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stand in7stark contrast tO:the beautiful and well7funded coMMUnity colleges

in and around Silicon Valley. Approximately7,000 dayand part-time evening

Students are served-by:Boston S-.two commUnity colleges compared to more than

24,000 students in.San Jose', CalifOrnia, a tity roughly the same size as
- H :

Bpston.' The cOmmunIty'Collegea.haVe.played a maj9r role In Californies
, economic deVe/opment'both In training new VOrkerslOr Industry and in re-

training older employees. BUt hecause comMunity coliPge s have7bee1n so

small and ill-equiPped in Massachusetts, profit-making proprietary schools

and other education and training institutions (Wentworth Institute of

Technology, the MP year Programs of Northeastern University, cgTA programs,

secondary vocational-technical schools, company in-house training) have

played a more 'important role in vocational education. For example, Sylvania

Technical Institute, a proprietary school, has long been the major source of

newly trained electronics technicians in the Bostonarea whereas the bulk

of such training ia Silicoralley is done in.public,.tdition-free community.

colleges.

Community College administrators have learned to run courses on a shoestring.

Lacking money from their regular budgets, they often offer 'courses on a revenue-

generating continuing education basis. And most of the money used to start up

new technologically-oriented programs in the last few years has.come from federal

occupational education funds administqied by the State Department'of Education,

These funds, however, are diminishing as a result of federal budget cutbacks.

Several of the colleges in the Boston area are having to turn away students be-

tause of inadequate space or lack of perManent fatuity. For example, Massachusetts

Bay.Community College atcepts only one of eVery three students. who apply and

Roxbury, Bunker Hill and -Middlesek COmmunity.Colleges are oversubscribed.

Enrollments in High Technology Programs

All of the post-secondary training sources in the Boston Area are expanding

%-'programs and course offerings in fields relevant to high teChnology. Wentworth.

Institute of Technology, long regarded as a source of well-trained technicians,

is planning to double its enrollments to 5,000 Students in the next four years.

Sylvania'Tech expanded its electronics technician trAining by one third in 1979

so that it now trains about-2000 students a yeg'r in its nine month-program.

43
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Control:Data Institute, a proprietary school preplaring students to be

'computer-programmers-, -computer technicians-and operators, grew-by one

third in 1981. Blue Hills Technical Institute; a public two year-

inatitution' with,560 students has experiences a signtficant upaurge Of

student enrollments in its electronic technician and compute* progrAmming

associate's- degreeprograms eVen though its tuition was raised frOm $500 to

$2000 after the passage of PropositiOn 21/2. .The fifteen community colleges

have more than doubled-their enrollments and degrees awarded in technolOgy-

related programs (mostly in computer programming, Aata processing, electronic

technology and engineering transfer programs) since 1976 (Tables 2.1 an& 2.2).

And the disbursement of federal occupational education ftinds administered by

the state to Seconaary and post-secondary schools has shifted in the' direction

of funding programs in high technology areas in the last few years.

All of the frve Boston Area community colleges studied in this project

reported increased enrollments in electronics couraes and even greater

increases in computer-oriented programs. Several schools, particularly

Northern Essex, Bunker Hill, and Middlesex have made a concerted effort to

aevelop new prograMs. in high technology areas. Middlesex, for e*ample, has

courses to train ultrasound techniciansi electronics technicians, electro-

mechanical drafters, radiologic technicians, computer operators and people

in technical writing Software.' It also has a number of small short courses

. of study'in fields such as word processing run thrOugh Continuing Education

or the Community Service programs. Bunker Hill and Northern Essex offer

programs to train technicians and have courses in Various data processing

technoloiies. Northern E se has 550 night students using the electronics

and other, technical equipmen at the Greater Lawrence Vocational-Technical,

SchOol,oneof the few good exAMples of a community college degree: program

that has linked,up with, the better-equipped-facilities of the vocational-
,

technical schools. Northern Essex has become particularly adept at

securing external funds from a variety of soUrces, including CETiv, in order

to develop new programs. Massachusetts Bay,

i

new to the development of

technology-related coutses, now offers a po d ular computer science major,

training for test technicians, and a word processing program. Roxbury offers
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Table 2.1

Massachusetts Community College Enrollment Per-Year_for
Engineering Related Programs, 1976-1982

Year

1976-1977

1978-1979

198071981

1981-1982

*Includes

-Electrontc/Cornputer*
1 1ngineering_ All.

Trantifet Programs Others- TotalTechnOlogy

459

559

929

1,182

352

460

672

741

1,251

1,228

2,193

2,309

' 2,062

2,247

3,794

4,232

: Electronic Technology Source: Massachusetts Board of
Computer Maintenance Regents of Higher Education
Electro-Mechanical Technology
Instrumentation

Table 2.2

Associate Degrees Awarded in Technology-Related Fields
Massachusetts Community Colleges, 1977-1981

Year

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

Mechanical and
Engineering Technologies

Data-Processing
Technologies 'Total

2§3 134 427

499 158 657

477 176 653

479 275 754

541 380 921

Source: Massachusetts Board of
Regents of Higher Education
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a program in electro-mechanical drafting and has a sprinkling of other
.

technical courses. It has long range plans, in part dependent on the:

building of a long-promised:nesccampusto link uvin a MajOr-way withthe

lacilitiea Of Boston.ra Hubert HuMphrey Occupational Resource Center for some

Occupational edutation programs.

Given the fiscal constraints of all of the &immunity colleges and the

limits placed on some of them by their inadequate physical plants, it is

remarkable that the schools have been able to respond to the market for technical

training as well as they-Sipe. Some feel, in fact, that they Are training

beyond their capacity as students line up for a limited amount of time on.

computer terminals. The effects of chronic underfunding are apparent at all

of these,schoOls. The Roxbury Community College facility is totally unsuited

for technical course offerings, and the college is forced to offer mostly

liberal arts Classes. Moreover, since .its founding in 1973, the College has

not received a.bingle penny for capital expenditures. Though this scandalous

treatment is not repeated to the same degree elsewhere, other colleges have

similar complaints. All claim they have difficulty in hiring technical

instructors at $15,000 to $17,000 salaries. As aj-esult, many rely on hiring

retirees. And all repoxt critical understaffing, one result of which is A

lack of personnel to develop cooperative programs and to,seek donations from

industry. One school was relying on two inexperienced volunteers to approach

industry. Another school had to turn away 600 students from computer tourses

in one year, because of a shortage of faculty. Some programs, such as micro-

wave technician training, cannot be offered because the equipment is too

expensive to purchase, and because companies have not volunteered the use

of their own equipment for colleges' training purposes.

The impact of underfunding is dramatically illustrated by the plight of

one small* new electronics technician training prOgram at one of the,schools.

Because there is no money to hire more than two perdanent faculty, the course

of study cannot be expanded to a full two year degree program. There is no

laboratory assistant and there is no money for service contracts for repairing

equipment. For a year and a half, the program director, who has many other

responsibilities; was without even a telephone ior making calls outside the

college. Not suprisingly, an employer advisory board for the electronics

program has never been established. According to the administrator,

4 G
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itishouidn't be running this program: I don't know anything abbut electronics

and computers.: I can't talk about it intelligently with other people in the

field." As:the interview was being conducted, hiSA3ffice had to be vacated

due to flooding from a rainstorm. Contrast this with information in a

letter received.by the researcher in the fall. 1981, from the directot of

an electronics technology program at a CoMmunity college in California.

"Our electronics program has now grown to ten full time instructors and we

will hire two more next fel, . Even with this expansion, we had to turn away

more than 1000 students each of the last two semesters." The capacity of the

California community colleges to have large, high.quality programs far

outstrips that of Massachusetts.

Relations with High Technology Industry

As with public secondary schools, there are pockets of constructive rela-

tionships between the community colleges and high technology firms. Some of

the schools have been involved in contract courses with a specific company

whereby the college provides.the upgrading training of some employees. For

example, Northern Essex has provided such training for Gould-Modicon, Western

Electric; Compugraphic and Varian, and Middlesex Community College has provided

similar services to Honeywell, Western Electric and Digital Equipment Corporation.

Bunker Hill has conducted training programs for Eechnical'wOrkers with Honeywell

Information Systems. Wentworth Institute, the oldest (founded in 1904) and

largest (approximately 3000 students) of the non-proprietary private two year.

technical schools in the area, has conducted many such courses over the years.

Seven of the community colleges, in cooperation with member firms of the

Massachusetts High Technology Council, were also recently involved in CETA training

programs in electronics technology. Middlesex CoTmunity College conducted a

successful five month technical writing software program for laid-off school

teachers. It was partially funded by federal occupational education funds,and

curriculum and instructional help from high technology companies, particularly

Data General, Honeywell and Digital Equipment.

The state-funded Bay State Skills Corporation has also bpought together

several community colleges and high technology companies in joint training

efforts. The Corporation was the brainchild of George Kariotis, Governor Edward
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King's Secretary of Economic Affairs and a former high technology eXecutive

himself. The state legislature set up theCorporation in 1981 and gave it

$3 million dollars over a two 'year period, to be matched by:industry funds,

to develop prograta in high growth fielda. The ho'Oe was that educational

institution's at All levels Would plan courses of study and then approach

companies 'for students and matching aid. Tge effort has met with mixed

success. Dozens of programs:I-lave been funded such as one in which Bunker

Hill Community College provided training to upgrade assemlers already on

the job at Data Printer Coporation. Another matched Roxbury Community

College and Stone & Webster in an entry-level training program for electro-

mechanical dtafters. However, some schools have been slow to develop

propoSals and many companies have been reluctant tp come up with cash. Many
,

firms shy away from any program funded through a government agency. Schools

sometimes have difficulty gearing up on short-term notie for One-shot

programs. Response to the Corporation,-however, has been more positive

among both industry and education people than a similar but more bureaucratically-

encumbered effort (CWETA) in California.

A number of the colleges have active industry advisory boards, some of

which work well and some of which do not. A common complaint among community

college officials was the lack of money, to hire staff who ceuld nurture those

advisory relationships. Most Of the two-year schools have at least one member

from htgh technology firms on their Boards of Trustees. But few'companies have

donated equipment or have given other kinds of contributions to the commUnity

colleges. .A major exception to this is the recent $3 million gift ef

new computer equipment by Wang Labs to each of the state's public institutions '

of higher education. All of the recipients have acknowledged that:the,gift will

be a significant addition to their eacilities. Digital Equipmentsdonated loaned

personnel and equipment to Roxbury Community College and Middlesex Community

College. And the. Massachusetts,High Technology CoUncil designed an electronics

curriculum guide for technicianctraining pro.grams. Overall, however, firms have

donated fewer resources to the community colleges than their corporate counter-

parts have in,Silicon Valley. And the Boston area schrls have beet lees,

likely to provide on-site training for.the companies.
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The corporate managers and political leaders interviewed generally believed

that the Massach9Atts community colleges were Making a real effort to respond

to the workforce needs of the high technology Sector. Most realized that the

colleges were operating with less than adequate facilities and budgets. Many

claimed that of all sectOrs pI education, the community colleges weremoSt

responsive to industrial shifts. They usually added, however, that there were

several colleges which have done little in the way of technology-oriented

education. The one school that does specialize in technical training,'

Springfield Technical Community College, is loca ed outside the belt of

Jhigh technology companies. Industry leaders wh are familiar with the

problems of community colleges recognize that the schools need more money--

in order to offer a range of prOgrams that are congruent with market needs.

And all observers agree that the community colleges in Massachusetts have a

status lower than that of similar institutions In other states, particularly

California.

Gommunity college officials for their part expressed eagerness to offer

programs that would prepare students for jobs inthigh growth companies. They

felt that such jobs represented the wave of the future and believed a share 'of

the school's resources should be,committed to technical training. Only one

college administrator expressed reluctance about jumping on .the high technology

bandwagon: "I am always fighting attempts to make this a teChnical institute.

We want to leave some room for the liberal arts." School officials believed

that they had the capacity to be flexible ln the length and content of course

programs and could add on new programs through the self-supporting mechanism

of continuing education, an enterprise enrolling approximately 50,000 students

across the state. But with reductions in federal occupational education money

and CETA fullds, the outlook for growth from other external funding'sourees

seems bleaker than before.

High Technology influence on the Board of Regents

One issue that has come up repeatedly in the mass media and in meetings

of faculty, students and other public college officials is whether or'not the

newly-appointed Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Education is "controlled"

by high technology exectives. The Boston Globe referred to the "high tech
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entrepreneura who now dominate the state Board of Regents" in an editorial

entitled "High tech's higher ed" (February 154 1182)- Another article cited

observers' worry that the "curriculum is being-skewed-to turn-out :qualified

eMployeea for high tech jobs at the explittse of other disciplines" (September 27

1981). AI:siece in the Boston Phoenix was entitled "Just married: the high

tech/higher education honeymoon" (APril 28, 1181).. Of the fifteen members of

the floard of Regents, all appointees of Governor Edward King, three 'are from

high technology firmst David Beaubien, Vice President of EC and G, Ray State,

Chief ExecUtive Officer of Analog Devices and founder of the Massachusetts

.High Technology Council; and An Wang, founder of Wang Laboratories.

Debates about the future direction of the curriculum in public higher

education generally run to one of two extremes: one view paints public higher

education, especially its tenured faculty members, as insensitive and unwilling

to change curricular directions to meet market forces; the.other view holds

that there is a coordinated effort by high technology firms, through their

members of the Board of Regents, to turn the colleges and universities into

a"training ground for Dr. Wang." :Indeed, as an example of the latter view,

one community college administrator interviewed said "I resent governors

who make college presidents turn institutions over to industry to train

cogs in the wheel of American industry." But the great majority of public

college administrators interviewed believed that while the high technology

industry eXecutives on the Board had more influence than others,, they did

not 'control" the Board. All agreed that the influence of the high tech

regents on Governor King was crucial in getting the Governor to recommend

a 10 percent increase in the 1982-1983 budget for public higher education.

Since the proposed budget increase was meant to cover faculty salsry

increases as well as the expansion or development of technology and health-

related programs, administrators did not see the executives' support as

being totally self-interested. Almost all favored the presence ofhigh tech

people on the Board because they believed they would become influential

and forceful advocates of public higher education. They also were nearly

unanimous in pointing out that after their appointments as regents, the

executives had educated themselves about both the real budgetary problems

of the schools and the schools' capacities to run solid programs.
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The eXtremes of this debate show that, at times., "buainess and education

are crifical to one Another:Without good7foundat4n fOr theirA)osition,"71n-

the words pf one high technology regent. For example, contrary.to'what many

business people think, college enrollments in elementary and aecOndary
,

education have been dropping sinee the mi&197 s. look at?othellven.ropment

figures in community college programs and those of public coileges and

universities show that there have been many Significant changes in students'

curriculum'choices in the last tew years. The charge the Massachusetts

public colleges and universities are being transformed into technical

eraining institutes is also ill-founded. In fact, the system until. recently

has had few technical training programs available to studenta,. forcing them

to attend more expensive private schools or proprietary school's if they

wanted such training. The public engineering programs, for example, which

atudents take for granted in midwestern and-western states, have been in

shOrt supply in Islew England. While San Jose State 'University offers a full

range of engineering majors to hundreds of students in Silicon Valley at a

very low cost to the students, citizens who live in Boston have no local

public engineering school. Thd Massachusetts state colleges fiave been

particularly lacking in technology-oriented offerings. Such programs at

community colleges are still relatively new and small. Thus, what is

happening is an attempt by the Regents to build some balance into a system 4"

that has long denied many of its students access to programs that would

lead to good jobs. , Moreover, it should be pointed out that Regent David

Beaubien Is considered an advocate,of a broad liberal arts education and

even Ray Stata, the leading spokesperson,for high technology industry in

Massachusetts, speaks of the need for technical education to increase the

humanistic content of its requited courses.
4
. State also was singled out

by many of the educators interviewed as being particularly well.-infOrmed

and attentive to the problems of individual schools, although they also

were quick to add that his long-range social vision was atypical of

business leaders.

Barriers to Industry-Education Cooperation

Although community colleges are generally willing to adjust their
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curricular offerings to fitemployment opportunities in high growth areas

and administrators have positive feelings about the high technology Regents,

a :nuMber or-Strains between the companies and-the Schools exist nonetheless.

The 'community'c011ege people feel they get Verylittle from the companies in

any way. They believe, correctly so, that corporate concern is focused on

engineering and four year computer Science programs. Some dislike what

they perceive as the arrogance of companies when they are approached by
.1104

education ("they see us as failing") and noted that when schools contract

to provide a-course for companies there iS a built-ia_cloffination by the

private firm. One continuing education diiector was concerned that such

contract cOurses had to stay off certain controversial topics such as

health hazards'on the job or labor union activities or were steered away

from broader theoretical training that would give an employee more flexibility.

His concerns were echoed by a corporate manager who lelt for these same
-

reasons that schools should be careful to maintafn their independence in

on-slte contract courses.

Other barriers were cited. Company turnover was a problem for some. In

one employee upgrading prOiram taught on-site at a company by a community

college, the firm's coordinator changed three times in one year. "We might

as well pencil on their names," complained the electronics instructor.

However, complaints about corporate turnover were not as numerous or intense

as those'of Silicon Valley educators. Most of the community college

administrators believed that the firms were not generally interested in

usinp their services to upgrade their employees. "Once a company hires

a training director, all is lost," lamented one administrator. Others cited

the difficulties in finding the right person to approach in a firm. The

sporadic nature of company workforce needs also cireated problems for

administrators trying to plan programs. Thus, o

1

erall, the two year schools

felt that the great majority of high technology irms in the area were not

interested in collaborative relationships with them at the moment and had

little commitment to helping them with donations of money, equipment or

persOnnel. It is possible that more cooperative training programs will

evolve in the future as mediating third party gtoups such as the Bay State

Skills Corporation or the Council for Northeast Economic Action become more

active in matching up schools with firms.
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A Note on Workforce Projections

Government and industry forecasts have been projecting an_increased

need foi a variety of akilled technicians in high growth areas such as the

health and electronics:industries. A troublesome issue which emerged from

the interviews, however, was the question of whether or.not there was a

shortage of elActronics technicians of various kinds (e.g, manufacturing

test technicians, field service technicians, computer maintenance technicians ).

Every type of training institution--private, proprietary, CETA, and public

colleges--has experienced some difficulty in plactng their technician graduates

in jobs during 1981-82. The problem is not severe, (Sylvania Tech said its

graduates now had only one or two job offers rather than the five or six

they had in previous years), but enough slack in hiring exists to make

school administrators nervous. This is especially true for those institutiones

who have expanded their training significantly or are in the process of doing

so. Christine LeCam's 1980 study for the Massachusetts Department of Manpower

Development also questioned the need for increasing the supply of newly

trained technicians.
5

Executives at several companies said they did not.anticipate either a

shgrt7term or long-term demand for technicians, especially manufacturing
('

test technicians, and cautioned that educational administrators should

not expand programs too quickly. They.felt that schools should aim for

small programs of high quality. A human resources manager with recent

experience in OAK) companies pointed out that there has been a dramatic drop

in the need for electronics.technicians in those firms in the last year.

At the same time, other high technology companies claim they have a continuing

demand for technicians.

Obviously, the current economic recession is a major reason for the

recent softness in the market for eleCtronics technicians. Changes in

technology have altered the work of technicians in some companies. For

example, the products of one minicomputer company are increasingly manufactured

with "built-in diagnostics" that inform a field service technician what is

malfunctioning. Instead of determining what,is wrong with that self-identified

circuit bllard, the technican simply replaces the whole board. These "built-in
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diagnostics" and the policy of "board swapping" has the result of reducing

the skill levelageeded in-the technician's Job, "Advance maintainability,"

building products in a way that they can easily be repaired, is,becoming

more common. Since almost half of all technicians workon.repair of some

kind, these'technological changes have important implications for that

occupation. Companies vary in the degree to which.they have de-skilied

technician's work. Even among fitms manufacturIng the same product, there

are differences in how far they have proceeded in these and other technological

changes. Hence, employment projections for,technicians can vary substantially.

At the same time there are countervailing.trends which argue for both

greater numbers of technicians and high skill levels among them. Applications

of computers to various areas of human activity are just beginning to occur,

and many of those applications will require technicians to help develop and

maintain them. Products are becoming more complicated and a certain percentage

of technicians will have.to understand the way they operate. There is also

some awareness among executives that many tasks which engineers perform could

be farmed out to skilled technicians, thus alleviating the engineering

shortage. At the same time, of course, the demend for technicians would
0

increase. External political forces will make a difference: the Economics

Department of the First National Bank of Boston'has warned that the. newly

proposed defense program of President Ronald Reagan could exacerbate critical

labor shortages. Should large defense-contracts come through in New England,

there will be stepped 0 demand for electronics technicians.
6

Some of the same questions have been raised.in the area of entry level

training for computer programmers who are in less than a four year computet

science program. Again, there is widespread agreement among trainers that in

the Boston region at the moment people trained in lairl short-term programs

are having some difficulty finding their first job. Whe they are hired, it

is usually with a "user" firm (a bank, an insurance company)"and not with

a high technology manufacturer. Entry level technical writing Jobs 'are not

plentiful at the moment either. This mixed picture makes it difficult for

educational administrators at various levels of training to make decisions

about the allocation of resourcea to training programs. It is clear that



educators need to keep in regular touch with A representative sample of
.

employers, eSpecially,in the aieaA3ftest techniCian training. 'It:woulcrbe:

unfortunate if Massachusetts began to produce...an over-supplY Of entry-leyel
.

technicians.as:is now:happen 0.n Colorado.

To cOncIude,'thelmportance Of community collégesand other oneto-two
.k

year post-secondary educational.and training institutions tO the region's

economic'development Cannot be exaggerated. Graduates of these programs

ten& to remain in the area, ond the res6Urces of these facilitils can'be

used not only for-educating young people but AlsO for the re,training of

adult workers as technologtcal-changes alter werk requirements". But as yet,

the two year schoOls in Massachusetts have not-received the-attention and

resources that have been more richly bestowed' on.their counterpart 'institutions

many -other states.
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FOUR YEAR 'COLLEGES AND DNIVERSITIES

High technology industry 1.04prs have been-vetyyocal in reeent years about

the ahottage of newly-trained engineers and computer scientists' at. the
. - .

university level. The California-based American Electronics Association

.ank,the Massachusetts High TechnologY Council have'publicized their

members companies! futureemplOyment forecasts which show a significant

shortfall of trained petsonnel. The'mass media has hadnUMerous

articles on the promising job opportunities for engineers., eapecially

electrical engineet, and college trained computer science graduates.

Business people have been critical of the private and public colleges

fer not having programs of sufficie4A quantitY and quality in these

fields,-although.those criticisms tiave beeome muted in the last yeae as

student engineering and computerscience enrollments swell and as

4,corporate.leaders.become 'Ware of the_fiscal constraints which limit
. .

.the Ability of, the four-year schools to respond to market forces. /

New England hasYlong been knciwn as a center for Iiigher education.

Billed as "the most knowledge-intensive region in the world," the region

has 260 colleges and universities educating 800,000 students, 25 percent

,of whom:Migrate,to the.area.from other parts of the coUntry.' New England

has the greatest number,of institutiOna of higher educatibn per capita

of any region in the country.2 'The view that"New Englands major

resource is its educated labor force has received a goo deal of attention

recently, most-'S-5tably'from the New'England Board o Higher Education

which .has /'n.drued 'several recent.publications on the subject. 3 PolitiCal;

eCAlcational and industry leaders have
P
been.atressing that since the

strength of the,economy is based on a well-educated,pool of labor, it'

le is easential that Colleges,and universities not only maintain strong'

programs in traditional liberal arts fields but also,expand, upgrade and

develop technologr4oriented fields of study. Many states across the

countiy, urged on by their,governors, are scrambling to reorient higher

education in a more technical direction in order to tetain and attract

high technology industry. Increasingly, then, college programs are seen

as a tool of regional economic development.

6



NeW England's schools already educate a disproportionate share of

the nation's engineers aCcordinglto data assembled by Joan Grebe.of the

New England Board otf Higher Education. Althou h California educates

.more engineers at a 1 degree levels than any bther state, Massachusetts

ranks sixth among th states-in awarding undergraduate englneering

degrees, third in Master's degrees and fourth in Ooctoral degrees.

The .Massachusetts institute of Technology 'standS first in the country

in awarding pngineering doctorates-and second in granting master's.

degrees. ElectriCal engineering, which account& for 27 percent of all

engineering degrees granted in New England, is the most popular field'

of male engineering students at every degree leverbut ranks third among

the. rapidly growing numbers of female engineering students. AboOt half

of New England's' students in colleges and universities are enrolled in

private institutions, and those, schools award two-thirds of all

engineering degrees.. The proportions are more equal when only under-

graduate degrees afe considered: 4

Enrollment Trends

The message conveyed by the mass media that well-paying engineering

and computer scienCe jobs are plentiful has lift been lost on students.

Attentive to the job market, college students across the country have

been flocking to majors in these fields. Engineering is now the mosx

popular intended area of study among male high-school'Seniors taking

the Scholastic Nptitude Test (Table 3.1). Approximately 22 percent

nationally chose engineering, with similar percentages?doing'so in

Massachusetts and California. Only three percent of the females, however,

indicated the same. Another seven percent of the males and five percent

of the females chose computer science as their 'intended choice of study.
5 ,

The proportion choosing computer science has tripled since 1975.

Undergraduate eigineering enrollments, which haw historically gone

through periods Of boomhor bust, have been on the upswing since a trough

in the mid-1970a. Entering freshmen classes in engineering ai.e now at

an al.l time high and would be much hlgher if colleges and universities

coUld accommodate the demand.
6 Graduate enrollments are up as well.
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Table 3.1

Percentage of 1981 College Seniors Taking SAT Exams Choosing:Engineering or
Computer Science As Their Intended Area.of College:Study:8y Region_and Sex

Engineering*
Male Female

CPMputerScience/Systems Analysis**
Male Female

National 21.5% 1.2% 6.5% 4.6%

Massachusetts 20.5 2.4 4.7

California 20,9 3.5 6.4 415
-I-

'**SAT verbal mean: 416
math mean: 492

*SAT verbal mean: 446
math mean: 534

(national)

(national)

Source: "College Bound Seniors, 1981,"
National, Califoirnia, Massachusetts,
The College (Board. °

Table 3.2

Full-Time Undergraduates Enrolled in Electrical Engineering and
. Computer Science at the Three MaSsachusetts

PlIblic Engineering Schools:1981-82

Yean EE and CS
. All Other

Engineering Programs
A

Freshmen 846 883 (eat.),

Sophomore 615 7.67

Junior 561 ,879

Senior 350 877

Source: Massachusetts Board of Regents of
Higher Education.
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These national trends are apparent in the Massachusetts schoola of

engineering and cotputer science. The number of undergraduates in MIT's

School of Engineering more than doubled between 1972 and-1982. Nearly

one third of all.undergraduates there who have declared a-major-are in

electrical engineering and computer science, and.another third are in

other engineering.fielda." MIT's graduate engineering enrollments have

grown by about one third in the last ten years also. Current full-time'

freshmen enrollment in electrical engineering and computer science at

the three publicMassapnusetts universities awarding engineering degrees

(University of Massachusetts, Southeastern Massachusetts University and

University of Lowell) ia'more than twice the number of seniors in those

fields--846 freshmen compared with only 350 seniors (Table 3.2). The

number of master's degrees awarded in theSe areas has jumped as well

although the overall figure in 198081'was only 84 graduates (Table 3.3

Over 1000 students are enrolled as computer science,majors in the nine
7-

state colleges. Boston University has begun a major reorientation of its

undergraduate curriculum in the direction of science and engineering.

The number of undergraduate students enrolled in engineering (1500),

one third'of' Whom are women, has grown rapidly in recent years.

Applications to Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) have jumped 28

percent in the last four years. WPI along with Bentley College, Boston

College and MIT, is one of the top four schools in Massachusetts'in

producing bachelor's degree recipients in computer science.
7

Lesley

College has led the way in developing graduate programs in the use of

computers in dchools.

Nor4heastern University, the second largest producer of engineers

in New England after MIT, is establishing a separate College of Computer

Socience and has received more than 1000 applications in one, year for 150

or,nings in the current program. Enrollments n engineering have increased

30 percent in.the last three years, and a dual engineering degree program

has been eatablished with Emmanuel College. Northeastern has also

'developed a range of other new programs to respond to growth in high

technology employment: a part-time High Technology Master's in Business

Administration program aimed at experienced technical professionals;

various kinds of computer technology offerings; technical writing programs;

t-o Li



Table 3.3

Total Number of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Degrees
Granted Per Year By Massachusetts Public Engineering Schools

Year B.S. M.S. Ph.D. ,

1976-77 ,172 48 0

1977-78 . '200 41 5

re-79 201 51 5

1979-80 205 53 2

1980-81 199 84 6

source: Massachusetts Board of Regents of
Higher Education.
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and Women in Engineering and Science initiatiVes. The President of the

UniversitY, Kenneth Ryder, was also instrumental in setting up the

-Bay State Skills Corporation and a consortium of Massachusetts engineering

universities which 4s working on collaborative research and trainirg

efforts.

These trends are only a samOling of the alterations in curricula

which are occurring in publicand private colleges and universities in

Massachusetts. From all this it is clear that colleges_and universities

441r

are respondrng to shifts I the regional economic environment,,although

industry may not see these c anges as being as rapid or pervasive as

they would like. The changes appear to occur not because df the direct
,

'influence of high technology employers on university policies but because'

of students' demands fOr technologically oriented fields of study.
8

In

ah':era of declining enrollments, colleges have to be responsive to their

own market, their.students. When students clearly want access to certain

'kinds of programs, the schools feel they must respond to some extent if
, 7

for no other reason than their own survival as Viable institutions. It
,

is rare that.amajor curriculum shift is initiated by faculty and

administrators prior to a change in student interest.

Obstacles to Expansion of Engineering and Computer Science Programs

. Engineering schools and computer stience pro ams a4oss the country

have not been able to expand sufficiently to cope with the rising student

. demand. The most serious problem is the difficulty of attracting faculty

because of industry's ,superidr research oppOrtunities and higher pay.

Fiscal constraints of the schools, due in part to declining federal

support, have led to a deterioration of research and ttathing facilities.

Class sizes are now larger because of increased student enrollments and

4 large number of faculty vacancies (1600 positions nationwide in 1981).

Research grants are more difficult to obtain. A large majority of

engineering schools, according to a recent study tonductedfor the National

Science Foundation, report-that the.quality of both research and teaching

has declintl. There is a greater reliance on teaching assiStants and

a(!junct faculty to teach courses and many courses cannot be offered at
9

alL.
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The pool of doctoral students, the traditional new source of new faculty,
has been shrinking. A high percentage of doctoral students are from foreign
countries

10
. As a result, almost one fourth of all junior faculty now in

engineering departments received their undergraduate training outside of
the United States. It is the difficulty of attracting new junior faculty

rather than the retention of senior faculty that presents the major problem.
11

An NSF survey of graduate eligineering departments showed that six percent

of the engineering faculty in these 1500 departments resigned during 1978-79,
and only 28 percent of those left in order to take a nonacademic job. 12

Faculty In engineering and computer science average extra earnings each

yeir equal to 38 percent of their academic salaries. While computer
science and engineering.salaries are higher than those of professors in

other disciplines ($27,535 versus $24,834) and though they Yeceived pay

increases greater than their colleagues in 1981, there has been pressure

in many schools and states to place engineering and computer science

faculty on a pay scale further above that of other faculty. 13
t effort

has recently been successful at the University of California.) T

difficulty of attracting adequate dumbers of new faculty and the lack

of other resources mean that only one in three qualified engineering

undergraduate applicants are accepted into an engineering progra m .
1 4

The Massachusetts engineering and computer science schools have

experienced all of these difficulties although the more elite schools,

notably MIT, have suffered less than others. Even MIT, however, has had

trouble attracting the faculty it needs in some fields. The engineering
40programs at the publicly-supported meiversities have been especially hard

hit. John Duff, Chancellor of the Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education, estimates it will cost cver $7 million during 1982-83

and approximately $2 million each year thereafter for four years if the

three Massachusetts universities are to restore and maintain laboratory

and computer equipment quality. 15 These figures would be even higher if

all qualified applicants were admitted to the programs to the point of

saturating the present physical plants. The average SAT math score for

entering freshmen in engineering at the public University of Lowell'is
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b35, a highly competitiye figure.. Lowell needs to hire 13 faculty in

electrical engineering just to handle students who are already enrolled

there. Duff estimates that there is currently a shortage of 183

engineering faculty at the three Massachusetts state universities;

Salem State College, which had turned away as many as 200 students a

semester from computer science cOurjes because of faculty shortages, saw

student enrollments in that field rise from 460' to 730 in 1981-82 aftet

they were allowed to hire three new faculty members.. The well-regarded

computer science program at Framingham State College, which has. seen
. .

enrollment jump from 266.1n 1974-74 to 1048 in 1981-82, has had to limp

along with only two full-time faculty.and 21'part-time teachers. A

graduate program in computer science has been approved at the University

of Massachusetts at-Boston but insufficient equipment prevents the

program from being implemented. There are no research facilities for

faculty there, making it difficult to retain and attract professOrs..

Northeastern University has ten faculty vacancies they have not been

able to fill. It needs an additional $3.5 million more for equipment

purchases and over $1 million more for faculty saJry compensation. .

Massachusetts students have traditionally 1dèpended more on private

education than students elsewhere, and as a re It plan to spend a good

deal more on education than their West. Coast count arts,(Table 3.4).

But the .pressure on public college and university enrollmepts in

engineering and Computer science will increase as private tuitions in-

creasingly soar'out of reach of middle class families And as federal an4

other scholarship monieS decline. New funds currently being.allocated

hy the state legislature for tecghology-oriented programs will help the .

system,,but unless these additional appropriations continue for several

yearso.the funds for 1982-83 will only be "a drop in the bucket," imn

.the words of one Regent.

'
The Industrial Response to the Engineering Education Crisis

Corporations have been much more attentive and responsive to the

plight of engineering and computer science education than to the problems

o scientific and technical education at the two year colleges and secondary
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Table 3.4

Percentages Of 1980 Seniors Planning to Attend College and
PercentageS Estima.ting:Costs Of College By Region

Planning to Attend
College or University:

4-year

27year or-CommuniFy College
,

Planned Student Status:

full-time

NeW England-

52%

48

717.

part-time 29v-.

Estimated Annual
Expenditures for College:

none

less than $1,000

$1,000-2,000

$2,000-4,000

Over $4,000

Pacific

43%

58

55%

45

28% 19%

21 49

11 14

21 13

19 6

Source: High School and Beyond,
National Center for Education
Statistics, 1980.
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schools-. The facts about university engineering education have been

widely publicized not only by educational and professional associations

but by corporate groups as well. The American'Electronics Association-,

the Massachusetts High Technology Council and the Semiconductor Industry

Association are making tajor efforts to identify the needs of enginecring

schools and to enbourage business support of various kinds to those

institutions.
16

The AEA and MHTC are cooperating in a campaign to get

their member companies.to donate two percent of their research and

development budgets to engineering and coMputeescience education. The

Exxon Education Foundation is giving $1.5 million to 66 c011eges and'
,

universities for teaching fellowships for engineering doctoral candidates

and to 100 'departments of engineering and allied fields for salary

supplements to junior faculty. Generally speaking, high technology

companies.have had a poor reputation for giving to educational or

charitable concerns, a Pattern usually attributed to their relative youth

and size. (Small companies with less than. 100 employees make up about

three quarters of the high techology sector in MassaChusetts, although

one quarter of all the high technology firms account for 90 percent of
,

employment in the indu8try.)
17

A consensus among regional and national industry and educational

leaders on the nature of the engineering education problem and some

its solutions.has been reached during 1981-82. They agree that

engineering schools have,critical problems, based fundamentally on

inadequate financial resources, ,and have developed a list of ways in

which corporations can come to their aid.' The.recommendations encourage

industry to make donations of cash, equipment, and fellowships to the

schools, loan instructional personnel, provide summer jobs and consulting

opportunities to faculty, createmore co-op placements for students,

supplement faculty salaries', establish endowed chairs, and develop

collaborative research efforts. The proposals.also ask that industry

'support state legislative action both to upgrade salaries for public

university engineering faculty and to increase state budget allocations

for engineering and computer science education at these schools. 18
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4
What is.absent from all of these recommendations, howeVer,- is a

call for significant federal support of engineering education. IndustrY

leaders have instead focused on stepped up corporate and state government

contributions to engineering education to solve the problem. The Reagan

administiration has also put forth the vieW that universities and

industry together, not the federal government, "are best equiliped to

deal directly with the temporary or cyclical fluctuations in supply

and demand." Instead, the federal government should only "provide

oversight and help to focus national attention on these problemS. '1 9

(eorge Keyworth, President Reagan's science advisor, recently warned against

efforts to deal with scientific and engineering manpower planning in a

national, centralized manner. This view, howevev,-is net-shared by

engineering professional.societies and univ(irsity administrators who argue

that the magnitude of the problem is SO great, only substantial federal

suOpbrt will ultimately alleviate the crisis.
20

A few of the larger.Massachuseebts high techology firms have already

been making contributions of various kinds to the state'S engineering

and computer science schools. Several firms have developed a reputation

for generosity in giving--Digital Equipmedt Corporation, Analog Devices,

Data General and Raytheon were mentioned the most frequently by university

administrators. Onlya few have established foundations--GenRad, Honeywell

and Polaroid. (General EleCtric, sometimes classified as a high technology

firm, haS4'ionvgiven through its -GE Foundation.) MIT. is the recipient

of corporate largesse more than any other engineering school. As of the

rall.of 1981, MIT received $18 million annually from corporations for

research:
21

Several MasSachusetts high technology coMpanies haVe made

rifts to MIT in recent years-7e.g., GenRad Corporation, Analog Devices,

Digital Equipment, Teradyne, Analogic Corporation, Foxboro Company,

Honeywell and Polaroid: Contributions to MIT's planned $21 million

Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) center in d:mbridge, however, have

come from large corporations based primarily outside Massachusetts.

Despite recent publicitY that relations between MIT and Massachusetts

high technology companies are strained, MIT has in fact the closest and



most'enduring ties with the companies of any school in New England. Many

of the firms were founded by MIT graduates, and others spun off from

MIT laboratoiies. MIT faculty are inVolved as consultants or direceors

of many companies, and-MIT provides the largest number of technicLl

and professional employees to companies of the Massachusetts High Technology

Council. The University has an active Industrial Liason Program with

over 270 comPany members (generating close to $6 million in revenue

annually to MIT) which provides the f rms with access to the Institute's

research and staff resources. Other 1 ks to industry exist as well: 16

percent of MIT students are in coopers ve work-study programs; short

courses, including video courses, are offered to induStry personnel; a

Management of Technology master's degree has been developed jointly

between ihe Sloan School of Management and.the School of Engineering;'and

a small, part-time master's program in the Department Of Electrical

Engineering and Computer Science has been developea for people already
4

employed in induStry. While the size and structure of the latter program

. fall short of industry desires, it appearS to be a first step in what

might become a much larger effort to provide continuing education for
i''

, experienced technical profess1onals.
22

Thus, like Stanford University

and other elite engineering schools, the relationship between high

technology industry and MIT is relatively harmonious and close. The

two institutions respond relatively well to each other's needs.

While no other college or university enjoys corporste'largesse to

the extent MIT does, others have received some significant donations from

high technology industry,. Northeastern University, the'second largest

provider of technical professionals to companies of the Massachusetts High

TechnologyTouncil, has been the beneficiary of company contributions

froth Computervision, Analog Devices, Data General, Digital Equipment, IBM

. and the General Electric Foundations. Data General played a major role

in helping Ole University of Lowell develop a computer science major by

contributing equipment, loaning instructors, and advC1sing on curriculum.

Analogic Corporation, Digital Equipment, Analog Devices and Computervision,

among others, have also made donations to Lowell. "The. University of
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Massachusetts at Amherst has received major help from Raytheon and

Digital Equipment, and has benefitted also from the contributions of

Wang Labs, Alpha Industries, Analog Devices and. CenerdiElectric.

Worcester Polytechnic Institute has sutceeded in garnering donations

of $1.7 million frpm industry for its research budget and has received

dOnations from,Analog Devices, Computervision and Digital, ampng

others. "All of these schools proVido in-service training for companies'-

cechnical professionals on and off company sites. NortheasterWs part-

Lime master's program in engineering dwarfs 411 others in size,

nrolling more than half of all part time graduate engineering students

ri the Stilt4'. Northeastern Universit also has a number of students in

its co-op program working in &icctroyIic s and computer companies. Some

or the schools have-been linked to ,ndustry through advisory boards or.

through )oint programs under the auspices of the Bay State Skills

Corporation.

Angpitpr emerging area of industry.-education collaboration centers on

the development of a research and training microelectronics center in

the state. At Northeastern's initiative,, a consortiam of industry,

education andgovernment leaders have planned a $40,million center

that would train people from engineering and technician-training schools.'

and companies in the design and production of semiconductor devices.

Ole directors of the center would be drawn In equal nUmbers from industry,

education and government. Public funds for the project would be matched

by donations of various sorts (equipment, cash and teacher personnel)

rrom high technology companies. It is expected that Digitalipouipment

will be a major contributor to the center. 23
This proposed center is

similar to others being established in other states (e.g., North Carolina,

Minnesota, California) as these statea-compete with one another to

retain and, attract high technology companies.

Industry and Education: Views of One Another

Massachusetts industry executives interviewed were generally positive

in their opinions of the college and university engineering'programs in
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thestate. They also gave high markSta soMe comOuter Science programs.

but felt othera need imOroVeMent in quality: -Many'were sympathetic to

'the difficulties university'admitistrators faCeA.r(reallocating Scatce
--. `, 6

resources and were,aware thatthe public colleges_and.universities were

underfunded. ,While.they expressed.,disappointment at MIT's refuSal thus

far to develdp a large-scale part-time'graduate engineering degree,

At the same time they fiad grudging respect for theInstitute's policy' ,

on this question.

But company officials had criticisms as well. naSt believed
,

that the state's four year colleges and universities had an insufficient

number of technalogy'Course offerings. However, after-streSsing they
. ,

w ted to see mort.of g high technpicgy thrust in the ',curriculum, they

Xo en then added comments favdigble to the,libetal arks "I 4dOnt want

a society daminated by sci!entists and engineers, said.one. Many brought

up the traditional business complaint tha...t schools,; with perhaps
,.

..._.
.

exception ofAortbeastern, are inadequately attuned to labot market

trends and Cate little,abnnt student career placamenta::_ Some Admitted
,

that companieSip.d A:poor job; cf communicating their changing needdifor

personnel'. "Acadethic institutions have no sense,-of urgency"-44out,:.
A

'responding to changes In workforce demands, argUed-one human resources'

administrator. He claimed,and others agreed, that while:"industry moves

at 60 miles per hour, the educational Sector moves at onlY 15 mttes per
hour." Another manager, who had formerly been au administrator in the

state public higher education-System, spoke disparaginglrof the bureau,"

cratic maze which slowecidawntfieactoption of ge0 prograMs:, -"By the-
.

time a program is appra(red in public higher/education, the need has gone

or Nbrtheastern haslone

Others saw institutionsbf higher 14arning aS bdibling in their

: efforts at a0proaching induatry fbr help. One exe tive, for exalple,

'

Cited the failure of-schools to write high quality. f sed requests fot

'company support. Others cited what they felt was the narrow arrogance

of some schools who wanted corporate Money but no adVice On the

development of computer science and other Ourricala. They argued that

many schools have failed to form viahle employer advisory hoardS for
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fledgling programs. .TheAraining direotor of one.large firm comMented

thacthose schools which were.noi arrogant'Often veere4 tothe other: 4

eXtreme:Of7"pandering":to:companietiO shOrt-term needs.. Othere pointed

'out that no university has developed a systematic sequenCe of retraining

programs that would prevent eXperienced engineers from becoming obsolete.

College and university officials generally have ambivalent feelings

about their relations with the high technology sector. One university

president observed that executives from electronics and computer

companies were easier to work with than other businessmen because they

are focused in, whab thq want from the university, and are,idea oriented

and creative. They are "not yety different from university faculty types,

he said. He added that, while they often have a narrow perspective on

what they want ("mare,engineers, period"), they have also become,broader
*

in their understanding of the mission of a comprehensive university.

Many adminiatrators observed that sewral years ago high technology

executives approached university relations primarily from the standpoint

of pressuring the schools to Produce more engineers. But university

official'S pointed out:that business attitudes have'changed so that they

now ask how they can help engineering education. Many were moderately

hopeful that some money would be raised through the "two percent solution"

campaign of the Massachusetts High Technology Council, and they were

pleased that several executives were taking the lead in trying to'convince

the high technology business canmunity to make contributions. Public'

c011ege and university-administratcgii-like their community college

counterparts, were also approving of the presence of high technology

representatives on the Board of Regents. The industry advisory board

of atfe public engineering school has been instrumental in successfully

lobbying the state legislature for more money for raboratory faciliqes

at that school.

With the eXception of MIT, however, college and university officials

are generally critical of the level of high technology corporate giving
I-

to their ihstuti,ons. : "Companie6 .here.are young and are not yet'

gocialized tothe tradition of Charitable 'giving," observed one university

president./ Many -believed that the $14 Million contribution gosl of the
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4,

Massachusetts High Technology Council'fund drive'(two per cent of

R and D budgets.) was set too Iow, significantly below federal goals of

5 per .cent of pre-tax earnings: (U.S. corOorations give, en the average,

less than 1 per cent of pretax earnings to educational and charitable
-

instititions)24 Most felt-that, with the_exception7of a small number

of firms, 'companies giye far-too-little. Some of the,pchools acknow-4
ledged they had only begunaPpi4ching companies recently for.donations

.

while others; especially.state °college's, asserted they lacked the

' personnel to'inititte cnntacts 'With the firms. The ties that did exist

came largely through their adjunct faculty, who,held indUstry positions'.

Several collese presidents who are experienced fundraiSers were-generally

despairing of the low level of financial"support from all business

'sectors.

One university official who has worked closely with high technology.

industry characterized,universitx7business ties as "a struggling relation-

lhip." He and others cited several'difficulties in developing

collaborative efforts: the,diverse nature of the companies and their

-frequent inability, to agree on.common policies; the fact that firms'

educationa1 efforts are usually fragmented andnOt fullT.institutionalized;4-

the relative slowness o'fmeSt companies to estabiish systematic,and

enduring recruiting'efforts' with the.schools' newgraduates (instead of

always "pirating" personnel from other firms); and thq, paucity of

companies interested in "a sustained-work-study/cooperative placement .

program for students. Others claimed that the rapid growth rates of

the Companies made it hard to nurture long-lasting ties.. Several stressed

that such ties, in order to be effettive, hadto be with high level.

executives who had more influence add longer tenure in companies than

middle managers.

Educators also pointed nut that the failure of industry assotiatiOns

to lobby for fed'eral funds:-for engineering ald,science education

2 contradicted their own best interests. "Industry is sticking itsfhead

inthe sand by not going to Washington and talking about the natiOnal

triSis in engineering education," argued one college president. "I i

a national problem and we have no national policies . . The companles
4
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believe irL'small government' and ar%thus-caught ow.thehorns Of

dilemma.
V;

'Several claimed that it would take a crisis of some sort

(e.g., losing a significant share of the minicomputer.market to Japan)

before business acted at the federal level on educational issues.

"Companies reall need to be sCared before they.will get their act

together and lobby for federal support" commented the'coordinator of.

a large university-industry program.

Just as corporate officials sometimes criticized the schools, for

the long lag in their responae to labor market changes, university

officials faulted indUstry for having such a-short-term perspective.

1
For exam e, they felt that most companies had not developed "mature"

human re urce policies that encouraged the systematic retraining and

development of their experienced.egineers throughout their careers.

They argued that vhigh tech hires 'in fits and starts" with.little

planning beyond the next economic quarter. Some administrators felt

they should speed up their institution's iesponse times, but others

defended the long-range planning cycles of colleges 'and universities.

Faculty critics, citing the fact that a small proportion (less than

three 'per cent) of Massachusetts workers are employed as technical

professionals in high.technology firms, questioned whether dramatic

curricUlar changes should be implemented to accommodate the needs of

that modest share of the employment market. Economiat Peter Doeringer

has summarized ihe colleges' viewpoint well:

For a variety of reasons,existing institutions in the
higher education sector cannot and should not. respond
.fully.to"the shifting needs of the economy'... . SUb'Stantial
programs of basic research cannot be' undertaken as short-term
commitments, teachingis built around long-duration,
degree-granting,programs; laboratory facilities.Cannot.be.
built overnight.; and state .legislatures are-not likely-to-
provide.the budgWry flexibility needed to underwrite such

. ,

responsiveness.
.

Despite these-Varying perspectives, bdwever, industry and educational

officials have reached a,rough'consensus that curricula of.institutions

of higher learning need to
,

be weighted' more taWard scientific and
-

tectiniCal.subjects than.they have been previously. Student demanf, if

nothing else, provides rhe impetus for prograt shifts.
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The Question of the Engineering' Shortage
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The,majority of the college and university administrators. interviewed.

voiced moderate skepticism of. industry.projections for engineers and
,

'coMputer;scientists. Still haunted by the widespread layoffs of-

engineers in the early 1970s, they are reluctant to institute enormouS

expansion programs in engineering.
26'

A lively debate among labor

economists, engineering society spokespersons, and industry officials

istaking place over this issue. Some academic observers and

representatives of engineering groups-argue that if the supply of

engineers is as constricted as industry people claim, engineering

salaries would be rising faster than they are currently, and older

engineers would be utilized more efficiently. (The arguMent on salary

levels is especially applied to Massachusetts where engineers and other

high technology-Workers are paid less.than the average compensation of

comparable workers in other states.) They claim that industry simply

wants to expand the engineering labor supply inorder to depress

salaries and to have a better selection of personnel. But high

technology cothpanies dispute these claims and argue intenselY that the

lack of trained technical workers is already having a direct impact

on their ability to get new products on the market.
. \ \

Amidst the controversy, a middle ground view among the educators

emerged from the interviews. While they are wary about expansion of

engineering programs, they generally believe industry claims about the

strength of the long-range jdb outlook for engineers and computer

scientists.' Paul Gray, President of MIT, cites three factors which

will continue to generate demand for technical professionals:' the need

for energy alteinatiVes in our sotiety; the mushr4omingof applications

of microprocessors;, and future opportunities for applications

of genetic engineering.
28 The administrators agree that even if

engineering jobs became scarcer in the future, technically trained

geople can find other positions (e.g., in marketing) where their back-

grounds are useful. 'A common theme expressed was that "if anyone

survives in the future, it will be the individual with technical training."
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Academic analysts of this issue point but that engineering

shortages will probably exist only in some regions andAn some spbfields

Company officiara :interviewed stressed their need for,electrical and

computer engineera, fields where they felt the demand would hold up for

some tim :They acknowledged that firms are all competing for a small

pool bf top flight talent, "the kind Who will really make a differenCe

to the company."

ThuS, while.there'is some questioning of fu,ture projections of
. '

technical professi2p4s, educators are cautiously proceeding with

expansion of programs in the belief that mew technologies.and their

applications are the wave of the future. Clearly, tensions exist

between induitry and academe, but the relations between coMpanies

and colleges and'univerities are cloe'er than those.between firms and

other sectors of the educational system.

0
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V
IV. CONCLUSION

As American Industry creates the rnewinformation Society," the schools

which train.their future workets face serious problems at elf-levels.

-Enrollments in technOlOgy-oriented programs are sbaiihg at the tWo and fout

year college levels but budgetary constraints are choking tfl'8 flow of

newly-trained personnel. High school matheMatics and science enrollments-

in Boston's 128 suburbs, already highby national standards., are growing

modestly and, interest in computers abounds. But achievefient levels among

", the State's teenagers have declined and teachers complain Of less motivated
%-

, students. Moreover, the dual, effects of declining enrollment and budget

reductions have caused cutbacks in academic programs and the layoffs of

a generation of younger teachers. The atmosphere of demoralization which

currently enshrouds public.education contrasts with the upbeat ambience of:

high technology firms.

,The response of Massachusetts' high technology companies to the

deterioration of the educational environment around them has varied

depending on the ievel'of education involved. Corporate concern has

focused most, intensely -onithe needs of engineering schools. Ties between

the companies and MIT have historically been Very close and continUe to To

be.strong. , Collaborative relations between the firms and less elite

colleges and universities are less frequent but occur more,often than

they do between industry and the two year colleges. The commitment of

Industry resources, however, appears to be insufficient to meet:the

financial needs of engineeting and other kinds nf'technical education.

Yet industry associatiorth shy away from calling for federal support.

At the secontiery,school level,,the Massachusetts High Technology

Council supported a tax reduction measure, Proposition 21/2, which has had
. ,

the unintended effect of cutting resources for school programs, including

mathematics, scienCe and vocational education. The Council, however, and

several non-Council high technology 'companies have made some efforts to

provide aid of various kinds to selected high schools. But these efforts

are usually isolated, small scale affaik that make no visible change in.
6

76-
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school programs. The bstatles to,industry-education cooperation at-
this level arg formidab e. The national Administration's proposals for

oa "new partnership" between business and.publie education are unlikely to
lead to solid programs of measurable impact.

The response of American education t6 ' the economic transformations

wrought by' modern electronics is uneven and constrained by forces largely'

beyond its immediate control. Without national direction and siipport,

it is unlikely thei A satisfactory response will be forthcoming in the
1980s. ,',
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